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Abstract

Title of dissertation: Activity and Regulation of L1 Retrotransposons in Human

Genomes

Emma Scott, Doctor of Philosophy, 2017

Dissertation directed by: Dr. Scott E. Devine, School of Medicine,

University of Maryland, Baltimore

This dissertation investigates the activity and regulation of endogenous long interspersed

element-1 (also known as LINE-1 or L1) mobile elements in normal and cancerous hu-

man genomes. L1s are autonomous retrotransposons that constitute ∼17% of the human

genome; the majority of these elements are no longer active due to truncations or mutations,

but a small number of full-length L1 source elements remain capable of mobilizing them-

selves (via a “copy and paste” mechanism) and pose a huge mutagenic threat to the human

genome. Traditionally, transposons were thought to be silenced outside of the germline, but

recently frequent somatic activity of L1 in epithelial cancer genomes has been discovered

and characterized. Somatic L1 insertions have been identified in many different types of

human cancer. This dissertation addresses major unanswered questions in the field. The

hypothesis of this study is that tumorigenesis can be initiated by the derepression of en-

dogenous L1 retrotransposons in normal, noncancerous somatic cells. The chapters of this

dissertation support this hypothesis by establishing that activity of a hot population-specific

full-length L1 source element is capable of causing cancer and beginning to assess the ex-

pression of full-length L1 source elements in normal noncancerous tissues. Overall, this



dissertation provides important contributions to the field and poses many new questions for

further study.
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Chapter 1: The role of somatic L1 retrotransposition in human cancers1

1.1 Abstract

The human LINE-1 (or L1) element is a non-LTR retrotransposon that is mobilized

through an RNA intermediate by an L1-encoded reverse transcriptase and other L1-encoded

proteins. L1 elements remain actively mobile today and continue to mutagenize human

genomes. Importantly, when new insertions disrupt gene function, they can cause diseases.

Historically, L1s were thought to be active in the germline but silenced in adult somatic tis-

sues. However, recent studies now show that L1 is active in at least some somatic tissues,

including epithelial cancers. In this review, we provide an overview of these recent devel-

opments, and examine evidence that somatic L1 retrotransposition can initiate and drive

tumorigenesis in humans. Recent studies have: i) cataloged somatic L1 activity in many

epithelial tumor types, ii) identified specific full-length L1 source elements that give rise to

somatic L1 insertions, and iii) determined that L1 promoter hypomethylation likely plays

an early role in the derepression of L1s in somatic tissues. A central challenge moving for-

ward is to determine the extent to which L1 driver mutations can promote tumor initiation,

evolution, and metastasis in humans.

1Scott EC, Devine SE. The role of somatic L1 retrotransposition in human cancers. Viruses. 2017;9(6):E131.
The first five sections of this review are reprinted here, with minor edits for clarity. The final section is
reprinted in Chapter 5. Reprinted with permission.
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1.2 Introduction

Transposable genetic elements constitute at least 45% of the human genome.1 Some

of these mobile elements or “jumping genes” have the ability to replicate themselves and

insert new copies elsewhere in the genome.2 The most prevalent mobile element in humans

is the Long Interspersed Element 1, abbreviated LINE-1 or L1, which has expanded to over

500,000 copies in the human genome and makes up ∼17% of the human genome sequence.1

This massive copy number expansion is the result of over 150 million years of L1 propaga-

tion that began with the incorporation of these elements into ancestral genomes sometime

before the mammalian radiation.1 L1s belong to the non-long-terminal-repeat (non-LTR)

class of retrotransposons, which have certain sequence attributes and move through an RNA

intermediate. Non-LTR retrotransposons themselves originated over 600 million years ago

(probably from eubacterial reverse transcriptases) during the Precambrian Era and likely

predate multicellular eukaryotic life.3, 4 The end result of L1 expansion over these hundreds

of millions of years is a human genome that is littered with L1 copies.1 A small number

of these endogenous L1 retrotransposons remain actively mobile today and continue to

mutagenize human genomes. We present here a brief review of our current understanding

of how these elements influence human genomes, and ultimately, human health. A major

focus is to examine somatic L1 retrotransposition as a causative agent in human cancers.

2
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Figure 1.1: Mobilization of L1s. New L1 insertions are generated via the five step process depicted here.
This process begins with a FL-L1 source element in the genomic DNA (A; colored bar; L1 features are not
to scale). This element is transcribed (B) and the resulting mRNA (orange) is exported into the cytoplasm.
This mRNA is translated (C) into the ORF1p (light green) and ORF2p (dark green) proteins, which bind the
L1 mRNA to form a ribonucleoprotein complex (D). This complex is imported (E) into the nucleus. Finally,
the new L1 insertion is generated by target-primed reverse transcription (F). The result of this mobilization
process is another copy of L1 (grey) located somewhere in the genome, flanked by target site duplications
(TSDs; orange) and with a poly(A) tail (yellow) (G).

1.3 Mobilization of L1 retrotransposons

In order to examine how L1s influence human genomes and disease, we must first

understand how these elements are mobilized (Figure 1.1). This process begins with a

canonical full-length L1 (FL-L1) source element that is ∼6 kb long and consists of a pro-

moter that is located within a 5’ untranslated region (UTR), two non-overlapping open

reading frames (ORFs), a 3’ UTR, and a poly(A) tail (Figure 1.1A). Only a fraction of the

L1 copies in the human genome have these features, as most copies are either 5’ truncated

or have other deleterious mutations. The first step in L1 mobilization is transcription of the

FL-L1 source element from its internal promoter (Figure 1.1A), most likely by RNA Poly-

3



merase II.5 This process arises only from FL-L1 source elements, since truncated L1s are

missing important sequence features in the first 100 bp of the 5’ UTR that are critical for

transcription initiation.6 The resulting bicistronic mRNA is then exported from the nucleus

into the cytoplasm, where it is translated to make two L1-encoded proteins, ORF1p and

ORF2p (Figure 1.1B). ORF1p is a small RNA-binding protein.7 ORF2p is a larger protein

that encodes both endonuclease (EN)8 and reverse transcriptase (RT) functions.9 These pro-

teins then bind the L1 mRNA that produced them to form a ribonucleoprotein complex10, 11

that enters the nucleus (Figure 1.1D,E). The ORF1p and ORF2p proteins have a strong

cis preference for mobilizing the specific mRNA that gave rise to them, which allows for

the preferential amplification of functional L1 copies.11–13 Recently, a third ORF (named

ORF0) was discovered in primate L1s (including humans); ORF0 is transcribed from an

antisense promoter in the canonical L1 5’ UTR and can be translated into the ORF0 protein

or alternative ORF0-fusion proteins that include the coding exons of neighboring genes.14

Although ORF0 proteins can increase L1 activity (through an unknown mechanism), they

are not necessary for retrotransposition.14

The final step of L1 mobilization is known as target-primed reverse transcription

(TPRT) (Figure 1.1F). This mechanism was first characterized in the non-LTR retrotrans-

poson R2 from the silkworm Bombyx mori,15 and later was shown to accurately describe L1

integration as well.16 Briefly, the process begins when the EN domain of ORF2p nicks the

genomic DNA at its target site. The consensus recognition sequence for the EN domain is

5’-TTTT/A-3’,8, 17, 18 although there is considerable flexibility in the exact site that is bound

and cut by EN.19 This cleavage exposes a 3’OH group, which is then used by the ORF2p

RT domain to prime the reverse transcription of the L1 mRNA, starting from the poly(A)
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tail20, 21 and extending towards the 5’ end of the mRNA.15, 16 Finally, the complementary

strand is synthesized and the junctions are repaired through mechanisms that are not well

understood, likely involving host factors. The result of this process is a newly-inserted L1

copy, or “offspring” insertion, at a second genomic site (Figure 1.1G). It is important to

note that the original FL-L1 source element remains intact in this process, and is capable

of producing additional offspring insertions.22

New L1 insertions have important hallmark features of retrotransposition: a poly(A)

tail, flanking TSDs, frequent 5’ truncation, and occasional 5’ inversion.5, 23–26 Additionally,

L1s can sometimes mobilize downstream sequences in a process that is known as 3’ trans-

duction; this is thought to occur when transcription continues through the L1 polyadenyla-

tion signal and terminates after another signal in the adjacent genomic DNA.27–29 The L1

retrotransposition machinery also can be hijacked by the nonautonomous retrotransposons

Alu30 and SVA,31, 32 as well as cellular mRNAs.12 As a consequence, the L1-mediated

TPRT mechanism ultimately is responsible for the mobilization of most, if not all, recently

inserted mobile elements in human genomes. Likewise, all of these mobile elements have

features in common with L1 (e.g., TSDs that are similar in length and sequence com-

position) because they are all mobilized by the same TPRT mechanism and L1 proteins.

Polymorphic copies of HERV-K elements (endogenous retroviruses) also are found in hu-

man genomes, but evidence suggests that functional HERV-K copies are either very rare or

no longer exist in human populations.33, 34

The large number of individual steps that are required for L1 mobilization present

numerous opportunities for human cells to regulate this mutagenic activity, and many such

L1 regulators have evolved. In fact, there are mechanisms of L1 repression that act at each
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step of the mobilization process. For example, one of the most well-studied mechanisms

of L1 repression is the methylation of CpG dinucleotides in the L1 promoter.35, 36 Promoter

methylation silences L1s by repressing transcription, which is the first step of the mobi-

lization process.36 Beyond methylation, there are numerous other activities that inhibit L1

mobilization. These include histone modifications and chromatin remodeling (which also

regulate L1 transcription), small RNA-mediated mechanisms (including piwi-interacting

RNAs and small-interfering RNAs), and numerous cellular proteins that inhibit L1 mobi-

lization post-transcriptionally in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (reviewed recently by

JL Goodier37). These redundant mechanisms work together to repress L1 activity.

1.4 An historical perspective of L1 activity

Mobile genetic elements were first discovered in maize genomes by Barbara McClin-

tock in 1950.2 This work eventually won her the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine

in 1983,38 once the ubiquitous nature of transposable elements was recognized and fully

appreciated. Repetitive elements were first discovered in the human genome during the

course of DNA renaturation experiments in the 1960s, but these elements remained a mys-

tery for some time.39, 40 L1 elements specifically were found in the human genome in the

early 1980s.41–43 From their first description by Adams et al. in 1980 it was suggested that

L1s could be “essentially parasitic” DNA without a function (page 6126); this speculation

was based on the lack of measurable L1 transcription in bone marrow cells.41 This con-

cept of parasitic or selfish DNA was not new. The exact origin of the idea is difficult to

determine, but it was popularized around this time by the publication of Richard Dawkins’
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book The Selfish Gene in 1976, and there were even ongoing reviews and debates about this

notion in Nature in 1980.44–46 However, this classification of L1s as useless “junk DNA”

was challenged as soon as it was introduced, both theoretically within the same article by

Adams et al.41 and by others as scientists began to recognize the mutagenic potential of

these sequences.

During the 1980s there was a furious rush to describe the newly-discovered L1 repet-

itive elements. This included classifying L1s, determining their function, and beginning to

understand their activity — all of which occurred in the short span of eight years. When

L1s were first discovered in 1980, they were simply described as long repeated sequences

of variable length that were dispersed across all human chromosomes.41 Researchers in

the field quickly determined that L1s had been discovered by multiple laboratories, and

introduced standardized terminology by 1982.42 Long repetitive elements in general were

referred to as LINEs, and the most common element was termed LINE-1 or L1. Next,

researchers concluded (from many lines of evidence) that these repeats could potentially

be mobile elements and speculated that they were moving through an RNA intermediate

(summarized by Singer and Skowronski in 198547). In just the next year (1986), concrete

evidence to confirm this hypothesis was found with the discovery that L1 ORF2 could po-

tentially encode a protein with homology to reverse transcriptase proteins.43 Around the

same time, FL-L1 transcripts were shown to be expressed in a human teratocarcinoma cell

line.48, 49 These studies provided additional support for the theory that L1s might represent

mobile elements that could mutagenize the human genome, a hypothesis that would soon

be confirmed.

The first evidence for ongoing mobility of L1s in human genomes came in 1988,
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when Kazazian et al. found two disease-causing de novo germline L1 insertions.25 This L1

activity was discovered during a screen of hemophilia A patients for pathogenic mutations

in the Factor VIII gene (F8) on Chromosome X. Two unrelated patients were found to have

germline L1 insertions in the F8 gene that were absent from their parents’ genomes, indicat-

ing that these L1 insertions probably occurred in gametes or during early embryogenesis.25

The two most important findings of this study were that L1s are actively mobile in human

genomes and that offspring insertions can cause disease by disrupting genes. Months af-

ter this initial discovery, a putative somatic L1 insertion was identified in a case of breast

cancer.50 This 7-8 kb insertion was located in an intron of the MYC proto-oncogene. How-

ever, only part of this L1 insertion was sequenced and the structure lacked the hallmarks

of TPRT.51 Thus, although this study offered the first suggestion of somatic L1 activity in

humans, such activity was unlikely in this case.

The next bona fide instance of L1 retrotransposition was found in 1992, when a so-

matic L1 insertion was discovered by Miki et al. in a case of colorectal cancer (CRC).52

Similar to the L1 mutations in F8,25 this insertion was discovered during a screen for muta-

tions in the APC tumor suppressor gene (TSG) in tumors of CRC patients. This screen was

performed because APC plays a pivotal role in this kind of cancer: the majority of CRC

tumors are initiated by mutation or loss of function of both APC alleles in normal colon

cells, which results in the formation of a precancerous lesion that can eventually progress to

carcinoma.53–55 This L1 insertion was absent from adjacent normal colon tissue, suggesting

that it occurred in a cancerous or precancerous colon cell sometime during the tumorige-

nesis process. This was remarkable because it was the first somatic L1 retrotransposition

event that was documented in humans. This 750 bp insertion was flanked by TSDs and had
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a poly(A) tail, indicating that it was a bona fide somatic insertion produced by the TPRT

mechanism. Likewise, this insertion interrupted the last coding exon of APC, so it was

expected to disrupt normal APC function. The authors emphasized that the insertion likely

initiated the tumor, but in view of our current understanding of CRC, this interpretation is

somewhat unclear (see Section 1.6 for discussion).

For many years this was the only available evidence that L1 elements were capable

of retrotransposition in somatic tissues. There was another putative example of somatic L1

activity published in 1997.56 However, this insertion again lacked the expected hallmarks

of TPRT, therefore, most likely was not produced by somatic retrotransposition.51, 56 Thus,

genuine somatic L1 insertions appeared to be rare in humans in these early studies. In con-

trast, germline L1 insertions have been linked to many additional human diseases through-

out the 1990s, 2000s, and to the present. In fact, germline L1 insertions have caused at

least 29 cases of human disease, and have contributed to another 94 cases indirectly by mo-

bilizing Alu, SVA, or other mRNAs (reviewed in57). In most cases, these disease-causing

insertions occurred within the coding exons of known genes and disrupted gene function

(although insertions in the promoters, 5’ UTR, 3’ UTR, and introns of genes also have been

observed).

At this point in time scientists were undertaking important mechanistic research on

L1 retrotransposons, including studies aimed at understanding how L1s are mobilized

(briefly reviewed in Section 1.3). Much of the work during this period was done with a

clever cell culture-based retrotransposition assay.58 Specifically, Moran et al. demonstrated

in 1996 that a plasmid-borne FL-L1 source element was highly active in HeLa cells, and

could generate numerous offspring insertions in its host’s HeLa cell chromosomes.58 Retro-
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transposition of the L1 element was dependent upon the two proteins that were encoded by

the plasmid-borne L1 copy (ORF1p and ORF2p), as targeted mutations of these regions

abolished L1 activity. Moreover, the new L1 insertions that were generated in HeLa chro-

mosomes had the expected features of TPRT-mediated events. This study was remarkable

because it confirmed that L1s are indeed active retrotransposons in humans.58 However, the

L1 retrotransposition assay itself is in some ways equally remarkable because it has fueled

decades of productive research on L1 biology. For example, Brouha et al.59 and Beck et

al.60 have used this assay to identify active FL-L1 source elements in human genomes. Oth-

ers have used the assay to study the roles of the L1-encoded ORF0p, ORF1p, and ORF2p

proteins in retrotransposition.8, 14, 58, 61–63 Conceptually similar Alu30 and SVA31, 32 assays

have confirmed that both of these nonautonomous elements hijack the L1 machinery for

their own mobilization. The L1 assay also has been adapted for the creation of mouse

models to study the timing and effects of L1 retrotransposition in the mouse.64–68 Many

other advances have leveraged these assays as well (reviewed in69).

1.5 Somatic L1 activity in human genomes

As outlined above in Section 1.4, Miki et al. reported the earliest example of a so-

matic L1 insertion that might have helped to drive tumorigenesis in humans.52 However,

almost two decades passed before it became apparent that somatic L1 insertions occur fre-

quently in human epithelial cancers. After a hiatus of 18 years, our laboratory demonstrated

in 2010 that somatic L1 insertions occur frequently in human lung tumors.51 A series of

other studies subsequently revealed that somatic L1 retrotransposition is a hallmark feature
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of human epithelial cancers70–81 (Table 1.1, Chapter 2). These observations have led to the

suggestion that L1 might generate driver mutations in proto-oncogenes or TSGs that could

fuel tumorigenesis in humans51, 52, 70 (see Section 1.6, Chapter 2). In the following sections,

we review these studies and explore the role of somatic L1 retrotransposition in human

cancers.

1.5.1 A second discovery of L1 retrotransposition in cancer

As mentioned above, we rediscovered somatic L1 retrotransposition in human tu-

mors in a study that leveraged next generation sequencing technologies to investigate L1

retrotransposition in human populations and cancers.51 This study introduced the L1-Seq

assay, which is a modified and updated version of L1 Display.82 Similar to L1 Display,

L1-Seq exploits sequence features of the youngest, most active L1 (L1-Ta) elements to

selectively amplify the 3’ insertion junctions of these young L1 copies. In contrast to L1

Display assays, which use a gel electrophoresis step to visualize new L1 insertions, L1-Seq

assays instead apply DNA sequencing technologies directly to the junction fragments to

discover the chromosomal coordinates of new L1 insertions in a high-throughput manner.

After developing and optimizing the L1-Seq approach, we used it to discover new

L1 insertions in 38 diverse humans, eight tumor-derived cell lines, 20 non-small cell lung

tumors (with matched normal tissues), and 10 brain tumors (with matched blood leukocyte

controls).51 This screen identified 802 novel L1 insertions, the majority of which were rare

germline insertions. However, nine somatic L1 insertions also were identified in six of the

20 lung tumors, which were validated with PCR and Sanger sequencing. Somatic L1 inser-
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tions were not found in the brain tumors that were examined in this study, foreshadowing

the fact that somatic L1 insertions do not occur in all tumor types (Section 1.5.2). Taken

together with the Miki et al. 1992 study, our study revealed that somatic L1 retrotranspo-

sition occurs in at least two types of human cancers (colon and lung), and suggested that

somatic L1 retrotransposition might occur more broadly than previously appreciated.51, 52

1.5.2 Cataloguing somatic retrotransposition in cancer

During the seven years that have elapsed since our 2010 study,51 many additional

studies have documented somatic L1 activity in a range of human epithelial cancers. The

main findings of these 14 research articles are summarized in Table 1.1. These papers have

established many principles of somatic L1 activity, while at the same time posing important

new questions.

Table 1.1: Studies of somatic L1 activity in cancer genomes. Column three gives the total number
of somatic L1 insertions discovered in the total number of tumors assayed; these estimates take
validation rates into account when applicable.

Reference Tumor type Insertions
(tumors) Important findings

Miki et al.
199252 Colorectal 1

(1)
First genuine somatic L1 activity; L1 insertion in APC

might have initiated CRC, but somewhat unclear

Iskow et al.
201051 Lung, brain

8, 0
(20, 10)

Introduced high-throughput L1-Seq assay;
Established that somatic L1 activity occurs frequently

in lung tumors, but not in brain tumors; Suggested
that L1s might drive tumorigenesis; Found a
hypomethylation signature that distinguishes

L1-permissive lung tumors

Lee et al.
201270

Colorectal,
prostate,

ovarian, brain,
blood

178
(43)

Somatic L1 activity only in epithelial tumors, absent
from brain and blood; Genes with somatic L1
insertions typically had decreased expression;

Compared features of somatic and germline L1s
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Table 1.1 (Continued)

Solyom et
al. 201271 Colorectal 72

(16)

Positive correlation between patient age and number
of somatic L1s; Most L1 insertions occurred after

tumor initiation

Shukla et al.
201372 Liver 12

(19)

Intronic somatic L1 insertion into a regulatory
element increased expression of candidate liver
oncogene ST18; Suggested that L1s might be

somatically active in normal liver cells

Pitkänen et
al. 201473 Colorectal 83

(92)

All L1 insertions originated from one source element
on Chromosome 22, in TTC28; These L1 insertions
were previously mischaracterized as translocations

Helman et
al. 201474 11 types 695

(976)

Somatic L1 insertion in an exon of the PTEN TSG;
Lung, colorectal, head and neck, and uterine cancers

had highest L1 mobilization levels

Tubio et al.
201475 12 types 2711

(290)

3’ transductions make up 24% of somatic L1 activity;
A small number of source elements gave rise to most
L1 insertions with transductions; Active sources had

promoter hypomethylation; Activity of sources
fluctuates over the course of tumor evolution

Paterson et
al. 201576 Esophageal 5108

(43)

The majority of L1s were discovered by searching for
somatic poly(A) insertions, so some probably
represent L1-mediated transposition of non-L1

sequence; Identified active source elements using 3’
transductions

Rodić et al.
201577 Pancreatic 409

(20)

Inverse correlation between survival and both the
number of somatic L1 insertions and ORF1p protein

expression; Retrotransposition occurs throughout
tumor development, but is discontinuous

Ewing et al.
201578

Colorectal,
pancreatic,

gastric,
testicular

104
(18)

Frequent somatic L1 insertions in precancerous
adenomas; Most somatic L1 insertions were clonal;
Validated one somatic non-germline L1 insertion in

normal colon; Suggested that L1 insertions are
occurring in normal colon or very early in

tumorigenesis

Doucet-
O’Hare et al.

201579
Esophageal 118

(20)

Found somatic L1 insertions in patients with Barrett’s
Esophagus (a cancer-predisposing condition) and

esophageal cancer; L1 activity seen in patients that
did not develop cancer; Suggested that somatic L1
activity could occur in normal or metaplastic cells
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Table 1.1 (Continued)

Scott et al.
201680

(Chapter 2)
Colorectal 27

(1)

An L1-initiated CRC caused by L1 mutagenesis of
APC TSG; Tumor initiated by activity of a hot,

population-specific FL-L1 source element, which was
hypomethylated and expressed in normal colon tissue;
Demonstrated that L1s can evade somatic repression

and initiate tumorigenesis

Achanta et
al. 201683 Brain 1

(10)

Found one somatic L1 insertion in a secondary
glioblastoma; Cannot rule out that this occurred in

normal brain because compared to DNA from blood

Carreira et
al. 201684 Brain 0

(14)

Could only validate one TPRT-independent somatic
L1 insertion and one likely Alu-Alu recombination
event; Conclude that L1 retrotransposition does not

occur in primary glioblastoma or glioma

Tang et al.
201781

Ovarian;
pancreatic

35; 205
(8; 13)

Found one somatic L1 insertion in BRCA1 TSG
intron, in an ovarian cancer; Some pancreatic L1

insertions (76) were discovered in an earlier analysis
of this same sequencing data77 and used for

methodological validation here

Although these studies employed several strategies to measure somatic L1 activity,

most of the methods can be grouped into two basic categories: 1) targeted resequencing

assays and 2) bioinformatics tools that use whole genome sequencing (WGS) or whole

exome sequencing (WES) to discover somatic L1 insertions. Targeted resequencing tools

exploit specific sequence features of young L1s to selectively amplify and sequence novel

L1 insertion junctions. These assays are similar to the previously described L1 Display82

and L1-Seq51 assays, often with further improvements in multiplexing, genome coverage,

and enrichment of L1 junction fragments prior to sequencing.71, 72, 77–79, 81, 83, 84 With the

decreased price of WGS, and the availability of such data in public repositories, several

groups have developed bioinformatics tools to discover somatic L1 insertions in silico us-

ing WGS or WES data70, 74, 75, 80 (Chapter 2, Appendix A). One advantage of this approach
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is that existing WGS or WES data from large consortia (like The Cancer Genome Atlas

project (TCGA)70, 74, 75 and the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC)75) can be

directly screened for somatic L1 insertions. As the cost of genome sequencing continues

to decrease, WGS is increasingly being used more broadly to discover somatic L1 inser-

tions in smaller laboratories as well80 (see Chapter 2 and Appendix A). This approach

also provides the opportunity to assess other somatic variants (without any additional se-

quencing) to understand how L1 insertions work together with other mutagenic processes

to drive tumorigenesis75, 80 (Chapter 2). It is important to note that all of these techniques

require validation to confirm that putative somatic insertions have the expected features of

TPRT-mediated events (e.g., poly(A) tails and flanking TSDs).

Somatic L1 activity in cancer genomes has been found to be almost entirely confined

to tumors arising from epithelial tissues70 (see Table 1.1 for details). The highest levels

of L1 mobilization are found in lung51, 74, 75 and colorectal70, 71, 74, 75, 78, 80 cancers. Moder-

ate L1 activity is seen in esophageal,76, 79 pancreatic,77, 78, 81 head and neck,74, 75 uterine,74

ovarian,70, 74, 81 gastric,78 and prostate70, 75 cancers. Lower but detectable levels of L1 activ-

ity have been seen in breast,74, 75 bone,75 liver,72 kidney,74 and testicular78 cancers. Only

one TPRT-mediated somatic L1 insertion has been found in a case of brain cancer, though

it is unclear whether this event occurred in the normal brain or during tumorigenesis be-

cause the normal DNA that was used for comparison was isolated from blood instead of

adjacent normal brain tissue.83 One other somatic L1 insertion was identified in a glioma

tumor-derived cell line,75 though the exact timing of this insertion is again not discernible.

Numerous other studies have found no such events in 60 brain tumors that were examined,

leading to the consensus that somatic L1 activity in brain cancers is either absent or ex-
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tremely rare.51, 70, 74, 84 This is somewhat ironic, given that L1s are very active in normal

brain tissues (Section 1.5.5). A similar lack of L1 activity has been noted in 25 examined

hematologic malignancies.70, 74 These results are perhaps not surprising in light of in vitro

experiments that demonstrated very low levels of engineered L1 activity in precursor cells

of these cancer types (astrocytes85 and hematopoietic stem cells86); these data also further

support the theory that somatic L1 activity is only found in tumors of epithelial origin.70

Within each tumor type, the number of somatic L1 insertions per tumor also can vary sub-

stantially. This is illustrated most clearly in the lung tumors that were sequenced by the

ICGC, where the number of somatic L1 insertions per tumor ranged from zero to over 800,

with an average of ∼63 insertions per tumor.75

Additionally, L1s are responsible for the occasional somatic retrotransposition of

other sequences in cancer genomes. The most commonly mobilized non-L1 sequences are

3’ transductions, which are produced when the sequence downstream of a FL-L1 source

element is mobilized (see Sections 1.3 and 1.5.3, Appendix A). In one large study, 3’ trans-

ductions occurred in 24% (655/2756) of the somatic retrotransposition events that were dis-

covered in tumors75; half of these transductions were so-called “orphans” consisting only

of downstream DNA without any L1 sequence.75, 87, 88 These 3’ transductions can amplify

exons, entire genes, and regulatory sequences, providing another mechanism by which L1s

might alter the function of cancer cells.75

Processed pseudogenes also are generated in somatic tissues via the retrotransposi-

tion of cellular mRNAs by the L1 machinery.89, 90 Such events occur at a low rate in human

tumors (42 insertions in 629 tumors examined in an in-depth study of this phenomenon).90

Similar to L1 activity, somatic processed pseudogene formation is observed most frequently
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in lung and colorectal cancers, and less often in other epithelial cancers. Of note, one pro-

cessed pseudogene insertion was recovered from a chondrosarcoma, which is a cartilage

tumor of mesenchymal origin90; this finding contradicts the theory that L1 activity is re-

stricted to epithelial tissues.70 Infrequent somatic Alu insertions also have been observed in

various epithelial cancers,70, 71, 74, 75 and one somatic SVA insertion has been validated in a

head and neck cancer.74 Thus, in addition to simple L1 insertions, other non-L1 sequences

are mobilized by the L1-mediated TPRT mechanism at lower frequencies in somatic tumor

tissues.

1.5.3 Identification of active FL-L1 source elements in tumors

It is increasingly becoming possible to identify the specific FL-L1 source elements

that produce somatic offspring insertions in tumors. A key development in this regard has

been a much more extensive knowledge of the FL-L1 source elements that are harbored

by human genomes. Based on the reference (REF) human genome sequence, Brouha et al.

initially estimated that every individual has a collection of approximately 80 to 100 FL-L1

source elements that are retrotransposition-competent.59 Later studies demonstrated that

each individual also has non-reference (non-REF) FL-L1 source elements60, 80, 91 (Chap-

ter 2, Appendix A). We refer to this collection of REF and non-REF FL-L1 source ele-

ments as an individual’s FL-L1 source element profile80 (Chapter 2). Source element pro-

files appear to vary considerably from one person to the next, and such differences likely

produce variation in the levels of germline and somatic L1 mutagenesis that are caused

by L1s59, 60, 80, 91 (Chapters 2 and 3, Appendix A). Thus, a key goal for the future will be
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to understand exactly how these FL-L1 profiles vary in human populations and how this

variation affects L1-mediated diseases, including cancers.

Currently, there are two available methods to determine source-offspring relation-

ships between L1 elements. The first uses 3’ transductions to identify offspring insertions

that were generated from a specific source element; this technique is very effective and ac-

curate, but is useful only for the subset of insertions that have 3’ transductions22, 73, 75 (Ap-

pendix A). We recently developed a second method to track source/offspring relationships

using interior mutations that are frequently found in FL-L1 source elements80 (Chapter 2).

Each source element has its own unique set of interior mutations that is inherited by off-

spring insertions emanating from that source element, and this provides a means to track

source/offspring relationships.80

Both of these methods have been used to study the FL-L1 elements that are active

in human tumors. One large study employed the 3’ transduction method and found that

a relatively small number of source elements (72) were responsible for the bulk (95%) of

measurable somatic L1 activity in 290 tumors of 12 types.75 Even more surprising, two of

these source elements were responsible for over a third of the somatic activity that could

be tracked with 3’ transductions.75 Activity from one of these elements (along with many

others) has been mistaken for chromosomal translocations by multiple cancer genomics

groups.73, 75 This is an extremely important distinction because translocations can create

novel fusion genes (which are often oncogenic) whereas L1 insertions cannot.75 It is im-

portant to note that only ∼24% of somatic offspring can be attributed to specific source

elements using 3’ transductions, and much of what we currently know about source ele-

ments in cancer is based upon such methods. Thus, additional studies will be necessary to
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identify all of the source elements that are somatically active in human cancers. As a step

in this direction, we recently developed and used the interior mutation method to identify

source elements that produced somatic L1 insertions in a case of CRC80 (Chapter 2). Three

non-REF source elements (on Chromosomes 17, 14, and 12) produced the majority of so-

matic L1 insertions in this tumor, including an insertion that disrupted the APC TSG and

initiated tumorigenesis80 (Chapter 2).

These studies have uncovered some important features of active source elements.

For instance, both REF and non-REF FL-L1 source elements can contribute to somatic

L1 retrotransposition75, 80 (Chapter 2). Source elements that are active in tumors have two

intact ORFs, and most belong to the youngest L1 subfamily (Ta-1d)80 (Chapter 2). Some

sources are “hot” L1s75, 80 (Chapter 2), which are particularly active in the cell culture-based

retrotransposition assay58 (see Section 1.4). The global distribution of source elements also

can differ — some source elements are population-specific, while others are present in all

26 of the global populations that were examined by the 1000 Genomes Project80 (Chap-

ter 2). The number of active source elements, and the amount of activity for each source el-

ement, varies considerably between tumors and tumor types. This activity can even change

with the different stages of tumor evolution, with levels of L1 activity fluctuating during

cancer development and progression.75, 77 In some instances, somatic FL-L1 insertions can

even themselves give rise to further somatic L1 activity.75
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1.5.4 Mechanism of reactivation of L1s in cancer genomes

The discovery of frequent somatic L1 activity in cancer has researchers asking why

this phenomenon is occurring and why it is so variable between tumors and tissues. Pro-

moter methylation is one of the earliest lines of defense against L1 activity, and therefore,

hypomethylation is thought to be a necessary step for L1 reactivation in tumors. This hy-

pothesis has been corroborated by many groups. These studies examined methylation at

three different levels, using techniques that vary in scope. First, the Illumina Infinium

platform assesses global genomic methylation within CpG islands.51 Second, average L1

promoter methylation across all FL-L1 copies can be measured using general bisulfite se-

quencing PCR (with internal L1 primers that amplify most FL-L1 promoters71, 72). Finally,

methylation of specific FL-L1 source elements can be measured with targeted bisulfite se-

quencing PCR by amplifying the 5’ junctions of these elements (using a primer in the

upstream genomic DNA in combination with an internal L1 primer).75, 80

Using the first method (the Illumina Infinium platform), we identified a hypomethy-

lation signature at 59 genomic CpG sites that was associated with L1-permissive lung can-

cers.51 Soon thereafter, Solyom et al. identified four CpG sites in L1 promoters that were

hypomethylated in CRC tumors compared to normal colon tissue.71 Hypomethylation of

the entire CpG island was later observed in the L1 promoters of liver tumors compared

to adjacent normal tissue.72 Moreover, there was a strong positive correlation between

the level of hypomethylation at these promoters and the number of somatic L1 insertions

that were produced in all three tumors that were examined.72 These last two studies used

methods that measure the average methylation levels at many L1 promoters throughout
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the genome (i.e., the second, general method listed above). In contrast, two recent studies

have inspected the promoters of specific FL-L1 source elements using the third (targeted)

method outlined above. These studies found that the source elements i) were hypomethy-

lated in the tumors in which they caused somatic L1 insertions, ii) were usually methylated

in tumors that lacked activity from the source element, and iii) were often methylated in

normal tissue75, 80 (Chapter 2). The functional consequences of L1 promoter hypomethy-

lation also have been demonstrated — a source element that produced a somatic insertion

early in tumorigenesis was hypomethylated and transcribed in both normal and tumor colon

tissue80 (Chapter 2). Collectively, these results suggest that methylation represses L1 ele-

ments in normal somatic tissues, but is either absent or removed from elements that have

become reanimated. Other host factors and mechanisms likely contribute to this process as

well (see Section 1.3). Additional work is needed to better understand how these elements

are silenced and derepressed in somatic human tissues, and how these processes impact

tumorigenesis.

1.5.5 L1 retrotransposition contributes to genomic diversity in the

adult brain

In addition to cancer genomes, somatic retrotransposition also occurs in neuronal

cells66, 85 and normal brain tissues.66, 85, 92 Using an array capture and sequencing-based

high-throughput technology to discover new L1 insertions, the Faulkner group documented

high levels of L1 activity in the human brain (850 putative somatic L1 insertions in three

individuals).92 Somatic retrotransposition was confirmed in the brain independently by the
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Walsh lab using single cell sequencing technology, although at much lower levels.93 The

Faulkner lab subsequently carried out their own single cell analyses in human neuronal

brain tissues, and verified that somatic L1 retrotransposition indeed occurs at high frequen-

cies in such tissues94 (in agreement with their earlier 2011 study92). Although there is some

disagreement about the absolute levels of somatic retrotransposition that occurs in the hu-

man brain, these studies seem to agree that such mobilization occurs. While this is not

directly related to cancer, it is important to consider that somatic mobilization is not lim-

ited to the germline and tumors, but also occurs in the brain and may occur in other normal

somatic tissues as well (Section 5.3). It is of interest to note that the first transposable el-

ement that was discovered by Barbara McClintock is mobilized exclusively in the somatic

cells of maize.2

1.6 L1 as a driver of tumorigenesis

Perhaps the most important discussion ongoing in the human retrotransposon field

is the exact timing of L1 activity during tumor development and progression. This boils

down to one central question: are somatic L1 insertions drivers of tumorigenesis or mere

passengers along for the ride? Nearly every published paper in the field addresses this

question, including the first documented case of somatic L1 activity from 1992.52 This

somatic L1 insertion disrupted a coding exon of the APC TSG and likely was a driver of

tumorigenesis52 (Table 1.2). However, in view of our current understanding of CRC, the

precise role of this insertion in tumorigenesis remains unclear. This is because the second

APC allele was not examined in that study and the authors did not rule out a possible role
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Table 1.2: Likely driver mutations caused by somatic L1 retrotransposon insertions
in known proto-oncogenes and TSGs.

Gene Location of insertion Tumor type Reference

APC 16th exon (coding) Colorectal Miki et al. 199252

APC 16th exon (coding) Colorectal Scott et al. 201680 (Chapter 2)

PTEN 6th exon (coding) Uterine Helman et al. 201474

ST18 Intron (repressor) Liver Shukla et al. 201372

for faulty DNA repair as an initiator of tumorigenesis52 (see80 and Chapter 2 for details).

Thus, the precise stage of tumorigenesis that was affected by this L1 driver mutation (i.e.,

tumor initiation vs. a later stage) remains unclear. There have been additional findings

supporting the theory that somatic L1 insertions participate in tumorigenesis. For example,

a somatic L1 mutation has been identified in a uterine tumor in the known cancer gene

PTEN74 (Table 1.2). However, a relatively small number of clear L1 driver mutations have

been discovered to date (Table 1.2; see Section 5.2 for further discussion of this point).

Studies published in 201270 and 201474 confirmed that intronic L1 insertions in hu-

man tumors usually result in decreased expression of the mutated genes, and thus, could

theoretically contribute to tumorigenesis by decreasing the expression of TSGs. However,

the frequency of this occurrence is under debate: two additional studies had the contradic-

tory finding that the vast majority of intronic somatic L1 insertions had no effect on gene

expression in liver, lung, and colon tumors.72, 75 Thus, although L1 insertions can change

gene expression in tumors at least occasionally, more work is needed to reach a consensus

on how frequently this occurs. Interestingly, the unique type of mutation that is caused

by L1 mobilization (i.e., structural variation) also can have unexpected effects on gene ex-

pression. For example, Shukla et al.72 identified a somatic L1 insertion within an intron
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of the ST18 gene that disrupted a cis-regulatory repressor element, which in turn led to in-

creased expression of the ST18 gene (Table 1.2). This group concluded that ST18 is likely

a proto-oncogene that has a role in driving liver cancer in this case.72 It has since been

demonstrated that ST18 is important for the development and persistence of liver tumors

by facilitating interactions with tumor associated macrophages.95 Therefore, the somatic

L1 insertion in ST18 likely was integral for the formation and maintenance of the tumor

in which it was discovered.72 Both somatically-acquired and germline L1 elements in the

genome also can have large effects on the transcriptome through a number of diverse mech-

anisms that are independent of L1 activity96 (recently reviewed in97). It can be imagined

that these mechanisms could impact the expression of proto-oncogenes and TSGs, adding

another level of complexity of the potential roles of retrotransposons in cancer cells.

One major unresolved question is: how often do L1 driver mutations initiate tumori-

genesis in normal cells? Insertions that occur after tumor growth is well underway would

not appear to participate in tumorigenesis per se, but instead might play a role in tumor

evolution or metastasis. Doucet-O’Hare et al. examined the evolution of esophageal cancer

from a precancerous condition and demonstrated that L1s can be active very early during

the tumorigenesis process, and even found somatic L1 insertions in precancerous lesions

that never progressed to cancer (over a 15 year period).79 In a similar study, Ewing et

al. also found somatic L1 insertions in precancerous lesions (adenomas) of the colon and

in normal colon tissue.78 These papers together strongly suggest that tumor-initiating L1

insertions could occur in a normal cell and then become amplified into a tumor through

selection.

We recently demonstrated that L1 indeed can initiate tumorigenesis in normal colon
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cells80 (Chapter 2). APC is a gatekeeper TSG that is frequently mutated in patients with

CRC — in fact, both copies of APC must be mutated to initiate most cases of CRC.53–55 We

discovered a somatic L1 insertion that disrupted the last coding exon of this gene,80 only

388 bp upstream of the somatic L1 insertion that was discovered by Miki et al. in 199252

(Table 1.2, Chapter 2). Importantly, we also established that the second APC allele was

inactivated by a point mutation, and that this tumor had stable microsatellites, indicating

that faulty DNA repair did not initiate tumorigenesis in this case80 (Chapter 2). Instead, we

showed that the tumor developed in concordance with the well-established two-hit genetic

model for CRC wherein both APC gatekeeper alleles are mutated in a normal cell.53–55 L1

disrupted one of the two APC alleles and a stop codon disrupted the second allele. Thus,

somatic L1 mutations can initiate tumorigenesis in normal colon cells.

1.7 Summary

This introductory chapter has reviewed the current standing of our field studying so-

matic activity of L1 retrotransposons in human genomes and has outlined the theoretical

framework in which the following chapters reside. This relatively young area of research

has rapidly developed over the last 40 years, going from the discovery of L1s, to the char-

acterization of their movement in the germline, and finally to the discovery and ongoing

study of somatic L1 activity. In the following chapters, my doctoral research on somatic

L1 activity and regulation in human genomes is presented and discussed. First, we use

a computational tool developed by another graduate student in the laboratory to discover

L1 insertions in WGS data (Appendix A), along with many computational and molecu-
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lar approaches, to demonstrate that somatic L1 activity caused a case of colorectal cancer

(Chapter 2). Next, we develop a method to screen for full-length L1 source element ex-

pression in publicly available transcriptome sequencing data (Chapter 3). This dissertation

ends with a brief summary of the research presented herein (Chapter 4) and a discussion of

yet unanswered questions in the field that this and other research has raised (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2: A hot L1 retrotransposon evades somatic repression and

initiates colorectal cancer1

2.1 Acknowledgements

EJG conducted most of the computational work, including WGS and RNA-Seq data

processing and analysis, source element identification, and population analyses. EJG and

NTC developed and executed the method for PacBio sequencing of source elements. AM

evaluated patient data and made (non-MEI) somatic variant calls. PV was brought in as

an external collaborator for her expertise in methylation studies, and provided reagents and

guidance towards these experiments. SED, EJG, and ECS prepared figures and wrote the

manuscript.

2.2 Abstract

Although human LINE-1 (L1) elements are actively mobilized in many cancers, a

role for somatic L1 retrotransposition in tumor initiation has not been conclusively demon-

strated. Here, we identify a novel somatic L1 insertion in the APC tumor suppressor gene

that provided us with a unique opportunity to determine whether such insertions can ac-

tually initiate colorectal cancer (CRC), and if so, how this might occur. Our data support

a model whereby a hot L1 source element on Chromosome 17 of the patient’s genome

1Scott EC, Gardner EJ, Masood A, Chuang NT, Vertino PM, Devine SE. A hot L1 retrotransposon evades
somatic repression and initiates human colorectal cancer. Genome Res. 2016;26(6):745-755. Reprinted with
permission.
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evaded somatic repression in normal colon tissues and thereby initiated CRC by mutating

the APC gene. This insertion worked together with a point mutation in the second APC al-

lele to initiate tumorigenesis through the classic two-hit CRC pathway. We also show that

L1 source profiles vary considerably depending on the ancestry of an individual, and that

population-specific hot L1 elements represent a novel form of cancer risk. [Supplemental

material is available for this article.]

2.3 Introduction

Human LINE-1 (L1) elements are autonomous retrotransposons that continue to pro-

duce new ”offspring” L1 insertions in human genomes.51, 60, 91, 98–102 Until recently, L1 ele-

ments were thought to be mobilized primarily in the germline and then silenced in somatic

cells throughout adulthood. However, several recent reports have shown that L1 elements

are active in at least some adult somatic tissues, including the brain66, 85, 92–94 and epithe-

lial somatic tumors.51, 52, 70–72, 74, 75, 77–79 These observations have led to the suggestion that

L1 might play a role in initiating human cancers by mutating specific oncogenes or tumor

suppressor genes in somatic cells.

However, several broad surveys of somatic L1 insertions in human cancers have de-

tected only a few strong L1 driver candidates,70, 72, 74, 75 and it is unclear whether any of these

insertions could have initiated tumorigenesis in the cancers in which they were discovered

(see Section 2.5). Thus, somatic L1 drivers that affect the earliest stages of tumorigenesis

have been elusive in these studies, and it is presently unclear whether L1 has the capacity to

initiate tumorigenesis in somatic cells. This could, in principle, reflect a lack of knowledge
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of the oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes that act at the earliest stages of tumorigenesis

in human cancers. However, it might instead indicate that L1 elements are not generally

capable of initiating tumorigenesis in somatic cells because they are effectively repressed in

most cells. An alternative possibility is that somatic L1 mobilization generally occurs only

after an L1-permissive environment is established in an emerging tumor. Under this sce-

nario, L1 could not actually initiate tumorigenesis but might instead become active during

the more advanced stages of tumor progression and metastasis (e.g.77).

In perhaps the strongest study implicating L1 in tumor initiation thus far, a somatic

L1 insertion was identified in a case of colorectal cancer (CRC) that disrupted the APC

tumor suppressor gene (TSG).52 The APC gene is the earliest gatekeeper that is mutated

in the majority (∼85%) of CRC cases and, in fact, both copies of APC must be mutated to

initiate CRC through this classic two-hit pathway.55, 103 In the case of familial adenomatous

polyposis (FAP) and other CRC syndromes, one mutated copy of APC is inherited in the

germline, and the other is acquired during the lifetime of the individual. In the sporadic

form of the disease, both copies of APC must be mutated independently in a somatic cell in

order to initiate tumorigenesis.55, 103 In the remaining 15% of CRC cases, tumorigenesis is

instead initiated by a hypermutation phenotype that is associated with microsatellite insta-

bility (MSI) and faulty DNA repair.55 APC also can be mutated in this less common form

of MSI-CRC, but it does not promote the earliest stages of tumor initiation in such cases.

Although one of the two APC alleles clearly was disrupted by L1 in the sporadic

case of CRC described by Miki et al.,52 the status of the second APC allele was not inves-

tigated in that study. Furthermore, the MSI phenotype of the tumor was not investigated,

leaving open the possibility that tumorigenesis was initiated by a hypermutation phenotype
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associated with faulty DNA repair, rather than by the more common pathway involving

biallelic mutations in APC.55 It also is unclear how the L1 insertion in APC could have

been generated sufficiently early to initiate tumorigenesis in a normal colon cell. Thus,

many questions remain unanswered as to the genesis of this somatic L1 insertion in APC

and its impact on tumorigenesis.52

2.4 Results

2.4.1 A novel somatic L1 insertion disrupts the APC tumor suppressor

gene

Inspired by Miki et al.,52 we screened CRC samples obtained from our institution to

identify additional somatic L1 insertions in APC and other genes that have been implicated

in CRC51 (Section 2.6). Among the first 10 tumors that we screened with L1-seq assays,

we discovered a somatic L1 insertion in patient 20444 that disrupted the open reading

frame (ORF) of the APC TSG (Figure 2.1). PCR assays and subsequent Sanger sequenc-

ing confirmed that this novel somatic L1 insertion disrupted the sixteenth exon of the APC

gene at codon 1396 (p.F1396L1 in GenBank gene ID NM 000038; hg19 coordinate Chr

5:112,175,479; Figure 2.1; Table 2.1; Supplemental Tables S1, S5; Supplemental Meth-

ods). This insertion was identified in the same exon as the Miki et al. insertion,52 just 388

bp upstream of that insertion (Figure 2.1). We determined that the new L1 insertion is 1387

bp in length, ends with a 27-bp poly(A) tail, and is flanked by a 14-bp target site dupli-

cation (TSD) with the sequence 5’-CACTTGATAGTTTT-3’ (Figure 2.1A; Supplemental

Table S1). The insertion is truncated at the 5’ end and also contains a 5’ inversion and a
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Figure 2.1: Mutagenesis of APC by a somatic L1 insertion. A. A schematic of the L1 insertion in APC.
The top diagram shows the location of the APC gene (vertical red bar) in band q22.2 of Chromosome 5.
The diagram below depicts the 1387-bp somatic L1 insertion (dark and light green) in exon 16 of APC
with the associated hallmarks of retrotransposition, including a flanking 14-bp TSD (orange), poly(A) tail
(T in reverse order; red) and evidence for twin priming (two green boxes separated by an 18-bp deletion
at the inversion point). B. The two diagrams show the inactivating mutations that were discovered in both
alleles of APC in the tumor. The top allele is inactivated by the L1 insertion at codon 1396 (multicol-
ored bar; p.F1396L1) and has the reference codon at position 1450 (gray circle). The bottom allele is
inactivated by the p.R1450* stop codon (red circle) and does not have an L1 insertion (gray circle). C.
The diagram shows the sites that are affected by these mutations within the APC protein. Also depicted
is the L1 insertion identified by Miki et al.52 (red square; p.P1526L1). All three of these mutations oc-
cur within or near the somatic mutation cluster region (black bar)104 and are similar to other inactivating
APC mutations in CRC (see Section 2.5). This image is adapted from the output of the Protein Painter tool
(http://explore.pediatriccancergenomeproject.org/proteinPainter). The APC protein is 2843 amino acids long
and consists of the following domains: Suppressor APC (red; involved in nuclear export and other functions);
Armadillo/beta-catenin-like repeats (orange; mediate proteinprotein interactions); APC cysteine-rich regions
(yellow; bind beta-catenin); SAMP (green; binds axin); APC basic (blue; interacts with microtubules); and
MAPRE1-binding (aka EB1-binding; purple; binds the microtubule-associating protein MAPRE1).

small internal deletion at the inversion junction that presumably were caused by twin prim-

ing.26 PCR validation assays confirmed that the APC L1 insertion was found only in the

tumor and was absent from normal adjacent tissues, thus confirming it as a true somatic L1
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insertion (Supplemental Methods).

2.4.2 Whole genome sequencing confirms the L1 insertion in APC and

reveals additional somatic mutations

We next performed Illumina whole genome sequencing (WGS) on the normal/tumor

pair from patient 20444 to gain a better understanding of how this L1 insertion might have

worked together with other somatic mutations to promote tumorigenesis (Supplemental

Data S1, S2; Supplemental Tables S1, S6; Supplemental Methods). We began by scanning

the WGS data to identify additional somatic mobile element insertions (MEIs) that might

have been generated in the tumor using the Mobile Element Locator Tool (MELT) that we

developed for the 1000 Genomes Project91 (Section 2.6, Appendix A). MELT confirmed

the somatic L1 insertion in the APC gene with the features outlined above and detected 26

additional somatic L1 insertions in the tumor that were absent from adjacent normal tissues

(for a total of 27 somatic L1 insertions; Table 2.1, Supplemental Table S1). All 27 were

validated as somatic insertions in the tumor with at least one junction PCR and/or sequenc-

ing assay (Supplemental Table S5; Supplemental Methods). In addition, we amplified and

sequenced the entire insertion and flanking regions for 16 of these somatic L1 insertions,

including the APC insertion (Supplemental Tables S1, S5; Supplemental Methods). Our

data revealed that all 16 of these fully sequenced insertions terminated in poly(A) tails

and were flanked by TSDs, indicating that they were generated by target primed reverse

transcription (TPRT) as expected for genuine L1 retrotransposition events15, 17 (Table 2.1;

Supplemental Table S1).
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Table 2.1: Twenty-seven somatic L1 insertions identified in the patient’s tumor. The data are tabulated for
the 27 somatic L1 insertions in the patient’s tumor. See Supplemental Table S1 for additional details. (ID)
location of insertion (Chromosome:position); (Unk) the source cannot be identified because the mutation
profile is not informative; (ND) cannot be determined because of missing data.

ID (Chr:pos) Strand Source Length Location Gene symbol

1:79306674 - chr14 1524 Intergenic -
1:192334470 + ND 1382 Intronic RGS21
2:21127375 + chr12 1822 Intergenic -
2:46142515 - Unk 417 Intronic PRKCE

2:108074967 - chr14 1786 Intergenic -
2:115370008 + chr14 1066 Intronic DPP10
2:226441747 - chr14 367 Intronic NYAP2
3:164346230 - Unk 342 Intergenic -
4:65697624 - ND ND Intergenic -

4:120879367 + chr17 578 Intergenic -
4:163870337 - chr14 1118 Intergenic -
5:15917732 + chr14 610 Intronic FBXL7
5:36700111 + chr14 1921 Intergenic -

5:112175479 - chr17 1387 Exonic APC
6:146839867 - ND 1196 Intergenic -
7:68130460 + chr14 1424 Intergenic -
7:82409579 - chr14 837 Intronic PCLO
8:50819246 + ND ND Intergenic -
8:76890366 - chr17 1394 Intergenic -
9:26150714 - chr17 402 Intergenic -
9:72023991 + chr12 3087 Intergenic -
9:76488906 + Unk 97 Intergenic -

11:115649909 + chr17 286 Intergenic -
16:56298643 + chr14 5616 Intronic GNA01
18:3994881 - Unk 188 Intronic GLGAP1-AS4

18:65529080 + chr14 1511 Intronic LOC643542
X:104566886 - chr14 1057 Intronic IL1RAPL2

Vogelstein and colleagues have described the landscape of genes that are frequently

mutated in CRC and also have mapped the temporal order in which these genes are mu-

tated.55, 103, 105 Therefore, we next identified somatic mutations in the tumor, including sin-

gle nucleotide variants (SNVs) and short insertions/deletions (indels), to determine how

L1 might have worked together with other types of mutations to initiate and drive tumori-

genesis. We detected a C to T somatic SNV that created a premature stop codon in the
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sixteenth exon of APC just 160 bp downstream from the somatic L1 insertion (p.R1450* in

GenBank gene ID NM 000038; hg19 coordinate Chr 5:112,175,639; Figure 2.1B; Supple-

mental Data S1). By manually inspecting the WGS Illumina mate pairs in the region using

the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV),106 we determined that the L1 insertion and the

stop codon were on mutually exclusive chromosomes and thus together would disrupt both

APC alleles. We further confirmed that the L1 and stop codon affected two different APC

alleles using a PCR-based strategy (Figure 2.1B; Supplemental Table S5; Supplemental

Methods). The p.R1450* somatic mutation has been reported 21 times previously in CRC

by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project105 and has been independently documented

in the COSMIC database.107 In fact, codon 1450 is one of the most frequently mutated

APC sites in patients with sporadic CRC.55 These data indicate that L1 was responsible for

inactivating one APC allele, and the p.R1450* stop codon was responsible for inactivating

the second APC allele.

2.4.3 A microsatellite stable CRC

TCGA and others have identified two subtypes of CRC: one subtype with microsatel-

lite stability (MSS) and a second subtype with high levels of microsatellite instability.55, 105

These two CRC subtypes also progress along different pathways: The MSS subtype is

initiated by mutations in APC, whereas the MSI subtype is initiated by a hypermutation

phenotype that is associated with faulty DNA repair.55, 108 Thus, we next sought to assign

our CRC case to one of these two subtypes. We used the MSIsensor tool,109 together with

the Illumina WGS data described above, to measure microsatellites in our tumor and ad-
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jacent normal control tissues (Section 2.6). The microsatellite mutation rate in our CRC

sample (0.01%) was clearly within the MSS range109 and was well below the rates observed

in tumors that have MSI phenotypes (3.5%-41%). Thus, our CRC sample was unambigu-

ously assigned to the MSS subtype. Likewise, no somatic mutations were detected in DNA

repair genes that previously have been linked to hypermutation phenotypes in CRC (MLH1,

MLH3, MSH2, MSH3, MSH6, PMS2, POLE).105 Collectively, these data demonstrate that

our CRC case progressed along the classic MSS route whereby APC serves as the earliest

gatekeeper. Therefore, these data formally demonstrate that the L1 insertion, combined

with the p.R1450* stop codon, were responsible for initiating tumorigenesis in this case.

2.4.4 Other somatic mutations supporting an L1-initiated pathway

of tumorigenesis

As outlined above, Vogelstein and colleagues and TCGA previously have defined

the landscape of genes that are frequently mutated in CRC (including genes mutated in

MSS-CRC), and we identified somatic mutations in three additional MSS-CRC genes in

our tumor (Supplemental Data S1; Supplemental Methods). First, we identified a somatic

point mutation in the PIK3CA gene (CAT to CGT; p.H1047R) that causes an amino acid

substitution of histidine to arginine at codon 1047 of the encoded protein. PIK3CA is mu-

tated in 18% of MSS-CRCs, and this precise mutation has been found previously in five

independent CRCs by TCGA.105 We also identified an 18-bp tandem-duplication in the

KRAS gene that includes codons 59 and 61 and retains the ORF of the encoded protein

(p.L56 E62dup). KRAS is mutated in 43% of MSS-CRCs, and this mutation likely con-
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tributed to tumorigenesis since activating point mutations affecting codons 59 and 61 have

been reported previously for this gene.105, 107 This specific tandem duplication has not been

identified previously by TCGA nor is it present in the COSMIC database. However, COS-

MIC has several entries of somatic indels spanning positions 59 and 61 that previously

have been implicated in a variety of cancer types, suggesting that indels in this region

can activate KRAS.107 We also identified a 2-bp somatic deletion in the ACVR1B gene that

causes a frameshift in the third exon of this gene (p.K177fs). ACVR1B is mutated in 4% of

MSS-CRC cases.105

The p.R1450* mutation in APC, along with the PIK3CA, KRAS, and ACVR1B muta-

tions outlined above, were validated through PCR, cloning, and Sanger capillary sequenc-

ing (Supplemental Table S5; Supplemental Methods). RNA-seq analysis of the normal and

tumor specimens also revealed that the mutant alleles of these genes were all expressed in

the tumor but were not expressed in the adjacent normal control tissues, as would be ex-

pected of somatic mutations (including the L1 insertion allele of APC, the p.R1450* allele

of APC, and the mutant alleles of PIK3CA, KRAS, and ACVR1B described above; Supple-

mental Table S3; Supplemental Methods). As an independent validation of the somatic

mutations, we also performed Illumina WGS on a second genomic DNA preparation from

a separate region of the tumor and confirmed the presence of the L1 insertion in APC along

with the other somatic mutations outlined above (p.R1450* in APC, and the somatic mu-

tations in PIK3CA, KRAS, and ACVR1B; Supplemental Data S1, S2; Supplemental Table

S6). Our data suggest that these mutations were clonal driver mutations, because they were

found in two separate tumor locations and thus, must have occurred early in tumorigenesis.

Likewise, at least 25 of 27 (92.6%) of the somatic L1 insertions were found in two separate
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tumor locations (Supplemental Data S2), suggesting that most (if not all) of these insertions

also occurred at early stages of tumor development.

2.4.5 L1 source elements generating somatic offspring insertions

We next identified the full-length L1 (FL-L1) source elements that generated most

of the somatic L1 insertions in the tumor, including the source element that produced the

APC insertion. To accomplish this goal, we leveraged interior mutations within FL-L1s,

which are abundant, as markers to identify source elements that produced specific offspring

insertions (Figure 2.2). Our analysis was focused on Human-specific (Hs) full-length ele-

ments (FL-L1Hs), since all active L1s in the human genome are found within this group.

Using MELT and associated MELT tools, we identified a total of 308 FL-L1Hs elements

in the patient’s genome and analyzed the mutation profiles of these elements as follows

(Section 2.6): The full sequences of 264 reference FL-L1Hs copies were available in the

hg19 human genome reference sequence,1, 112 and the sequences of 31 of 44 additional non-

reference FL-L1Hs elements were determined using a combination of long-range PCR and

Sanger or PacBio sequencing (Section 2.6; Supplemental Tables S2, S5). By examining the

internal mutation patterns of 295 of 308 (95.8%) of the FL-L1Hs elements compared to the

L1.3 reference L1 element (GenBank ID L19088),111 we learned that all but five of these

elements had a unique singleton mutation that alone could be used to distinguish each in-

dividual element from all other FL-L1Hs elements in the patient’s genome (Figure 2.2B,C;

Supplemental Table S2). Moreover, the complete mutational signatures of these elements,

which ranged from 7 to 147 mutations, were unique for each FL-L1Hs element in this
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Figure 2.2: Interior mutations in 295 FL-L1Hs source elements in the patient’s genome. A. The total number
of mutations in each FL-L1Hs source element is depicted, grouped by pre-Ta and Ta subfamilies.110 B. The
Chr 17 FL-L1Hs source element profile is compared to the three closest FL-L1Hs elements in the patient’s
genome. Although the three most similar elements have 15, 14, and 14 mutations in common with the Chr
17 source element, respectively (middle of Venn diagram), they have 18 total differences (Δ) in all three
examples. Similar results were obtained with the remaining elements in the patient’s genome (Supplemental
Table S2). C. Mutation frequencies in FL-L1Hs source elements. Individual mutations are plotted by the total
number of FL-L1Hs elements in which they are found. A total of 2788 mutations are confined to a single
source element (leftmost bar), whereas only a few mutations are shared by the majority of the 295 FL-L1Hs
elements in the patient’s genome (right bars). This large collection of singleton mutations, and the profiles
that are generated by combining these mutations, has allowed us to identify source elements that generated
specific somatic offspring insertions in the tumor (Figure 2.3) and also allowed us to evaluate the expression
of these elements (Figure 2.4). D-F. Mutation profiles for the Chr 17 (D), Chr 14 (E), and Chr 12 (F) source
elements. All three of these source elements are heterozygous in our patient’s genome. Differences from the
reference L1.3 element (GenBank ID L19088)111 are marked in green, red, blue, and yellow and represent
mutations to A, T, C, or G, respectively. We also determined the “allele frequencies” at which mutations
appear in the FL-L1Hs source elements from the patient’s genome and have depicted these in pie charts
above each mutation. Mutations that uniquely tag a single element are marked with a star (∗). Black bars
above the 3’ ends depict the signatures of mutations that were used to identify somatic offspring insertions
in the tumor. Note: Eugene Gardner made this figure and generated the majority of data depicted, with help
from Nelson Chuang. I contributed data and source element representations (bars) to panels D-F.
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patient (Figure 2.2A; Supplemental Table S2).

By comparing these FL-L1Hs profiles with the mutation profile of the L1 insertion

in APC, we identified a candidate source element on Chromosome 17 (Chr 17:18776467)

that shared an identical pattern of interior mutations with the L1 insertion in APC (Fig-

ures 2.2D, 2.3A). This Chr 17 FL-L1Hs element had a profile of 25 mutations that was

unique among FL-L1Hs elements in the patient’s genome and also was consistent with this

source giving rise to the APC insertion along with four additional somatic L1 insertions in

the tumor (Figures 2.2D, 2.3A; Supplemental Table S2). We identified two additional FL-

L1Hs source elements on Chromosomes 14 (Chr 14:59160899) and 12 (Chr 12:117814460)

that accounted for most of the remaining somatic L1 insertions in the tumor. (Table 2.1;

Figures 2.2E,F; 2.3B,C). The unique signatures within these source elements allowed us to

unambiguously assign 18 of 27 offspring insertions to one of these three source elements

Figure 2.3: Source elements that gave rise to somatic L1 insertions in the tumor. As in Figure 2.2, the bar
diagrams in A-C depict mutations in the L1 sequences of source elements and somatic offspring relative
to the reference element L1.3. Colored vertical lines represent single nucleotide mutations as outlined in
Figure 2.2. The Circos plots show the somatic offspring L1 insertions that were generated by each FL-L1Hs
source element. A. The Chr 17 source element gave rise to five somatic insertions, including the insertion in
APC. The mutation profile of the APC insertion uniquely and perfectly matches that of the Chr 17 FL-L1Hs
source element to the extent that the APC insertion spans the 3’ region of the Chr 17 source element. Two
of the Chr 17 somatic offspring (denoted by ∗) had extreme 5’ truncations and thus only had one mutation
(C5788T) compared to L1.3. Although the mutation profiles of these offspring do not exclusively match
that of the Chr 17 source element, the one remaining possible source element for these somatic offspring
(ID 1:86392759) was ruled out due to lack of intact ORFs. B. The Chr 14 source element gave rise to 12
somatic insertions. The mutation profiles for 11 of 12 (91.7%) of these offspring uniquely and perfectly
match the mutation profile of the Chr 14 source element. The remaining somatic offspring (denoted by #)
had one additional mutation (T4250G) that was not present in the Chr 14 source element. This mutation
does not match any other source element and most likely was introduced during retrotransposition (which is
error prone).113 The blurry end of somatic offspring 16:56298643 represents ambiguity of the 5’ end because
we did not sequence that end. C. The Chr 12 source element gave rise to two somatic insertions. One was
assigned to the Chr 12 source element using mutation profiles as outlined for the Chr 17 and Chr 14 source
elements above, whereas the other was assigned using a 3’ transduction (purple box flanked by poly(A) tails
in green).27 D. Circos plot depicting all 27 somatic insertions discovered in this tumor, including the somatic
offspring with known source elements depicted above (A-C) and eight additional somatic offspring from an
unknown source element: (green) unknown chromosome (Un). Note: I made this figure, using Circos plots
made by Eugene Gardner with data that he generated. I generated the majority of the remaining data (bars),
with some help from Eugene.
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(Figure 2.3; Table 2.1; Supplemental Table S1). One additional offspring was mapped to

the Chr 12 source element using a 3’ transduction that was associated with the offspring

insertion.27 The eight remaining insertions could not be mapped unambiguously to source

elements, because we had limited sequence information for these elements or they did not
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span regions containing unique mutations.

The interior sequences of the Chr 17, Chr 14, and Chr 12 FL-L1Hs source elements

revealed two intact ORFs and also indicated that all three are L1Ta-1d elements, which

include the most active “hot” L1s in humans59, 98, 110 (Supplemental Table S2). All three

also are nonreference insertions that are absent from the hg19 human genome reference

sequence but are present in the 1000 Genomes Phase III MEI data set.91 Upon comparing

our sequenced elements to additional data sets, we learned that Beck et al.98 had previously

identified and sequenced the Chr 17 source element. The Chr 17 source element from

Beck et al.98 was cloned from a Yoruban individual (NA19129, Coriell) and is identical

in sequence to the Chr 17 source element that we cloned from our patient (Supplemental

Table S2). Beck et al.98 previously tested the Chr 17 source element in a cell culture-based

retrotransposition assay58 and reported that it is indeed a hot L1, with activity levels of

137% compared to the hot L1.3 control (GenBank ID L19088).98 Therefore, since the Chr

17 source element sequences were identical in both studies, these data indicate that the

somatic L1 insertion in our patient’s APC gene was generated by an exceptionally hot L1

source element.

2.4.6 Expression of L1 source elements in normal versus tumor tissues

We next sought to better understand how the somatic L1 insertion in APC was gen-

erated in tissues that should have repressed the Chr 17 source element. The Chr 17 source

element must have been active in normal cells at the earliest stages of tumorigenesis in

order to generate the L1 insertion in APC sufficiently early to initiate tumorigenesis. This
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suggested the possibility that the Chr 17 source element might have been expressed in the

normal somatic colon tissues of this patient. To determine whether this was the case, we

performed strand-specific RNA-seq analysis and learned that the Chr 17 source element

indeed was expressed in both the normal and tumor tissues of this patient (Figure 2.4A;

Supplemental Table S3; Section 2.6). To perform this analysis, we leveraged the interior

mutation profiles of the FL-L1Hs elements (Figure 2.2; Supplemental Table S2) to identify

source elements that were expressed in the patient’s tissues. In each case, we identified

multiple RNA-seq traces that exactly matched the unique mutation profiles of these source

elements on the appropriate genomic DNA strand (Section 2.6).

In addition to the Chr 17 source element, the Chr 14 and Chr 12 source elements also

were expressed in these tissues, although the Chr 12 element was expressed at very low

levels and only in the normal tissues (Figure 2.4A,B). Eight additional FL-L1Hs elements,

including two nonreference and six reference elements, also evaded somatic repression and

were expressed in the tissues of this patient (Figure 2.4A,B). Consistent with the idea that

FL-L1Hs elements are thought to be mostly repressed in normal colon tissues, we generally

detected low levels (or no expression) of the remaining reference and nonreference FL-

L1Hs elements (Figure 2.4A,B; Supplemental Table S3).

To understand why the Chr 17 and Chr 14 source elements were inappropriately

expressed in these tissues, we examined the interior sequences of these elements more

closely. The Chr 17 element has a mutation (G61A) in its promoter region that maps to

one of the four CpGs that previously were shown to be essential for suppression of the L1

promoter by DNA methylation (Figure 2.4C).36 We therefore sought to determine the DNA

methylation status of the Chr 17 element in the affected patient. Bisulfite sequence analysis
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Figure 2.4: FL-L1Hs source element expression in normal and tumor tissues. The unique interior mutation
profiles of FL-L1Hs elements in the patient’s genome (Figure 2.2) were used to quantify expression of the 31
nonreference FL-L1Hs source elements including the Chr 17, Chr 14, and Chr 12 source elements (A) and
the remaining 264 reference FL-L1Hs source elements in the patient’s genome, using strand-specific RNA-
seq (B) (Supplemental Table S3; Section 2.6). Expression for each element is depicted in the normal and
tumor tissues as the mean number of independent reads covering all mutations unique to a FL-L1Hs source
element. Expression of FL-L1Hs source elements that could not be differentiated from the expression of the
surrounding gene in the same orientation were excluded from this analysis (A, n = 4; B, n = 37) (Supplemental
Table S3). The horizontal dotted lines represent a cutoff where the mean = two traces per unique site, and
a total of 10 elements were expressed above this level. (C) DNA methylation analysis of the Chr 17 source
element promoter. The top panel displays bisulfite sequencing results for the control 1000 Genomes Project
(1KGP) sample (GWD sample HG02583, which is heterozygous for the Chr 17 element; Coriell). The two
panels below show the results of bisulfite sequencing in the normal and tumor tissues of the CRC patient.
Each circle represents a CpG site in the promoter (for a total of 29 CpGs at positions: 21, 37, 54, 60, 63,
72, 102, 137, 155, 160, 164, 166, 171, 181, 205, 231, 251, 255, 269, 284, 293, 305, 317, 320, 327, 351,
363, 369, 377 relative to the reference L1.3 sequence; GenBank ID L19088). White circles indicate no DNA
methylation; black circles indicate DNA methylation. The red highlighting indicates the CpG at position
60 that previously was shown to be critical for repression of the L1 promoter by DNA methylation.36 This
CpG is mutated in the Chr 17 element (G61A). The three remaining CpG sites that are critical for repression
of the L1 promoter by DNA methylation also are indicated (positions 54, 63, 72).36 The blue highlighting
indicates a CpG to TpG mutation at position 37 that destroys an additional CpG in the promoter region. Note:
Eugene Gardner made this figure. Eugene generated data (with help from Nelson and I) for panels A and B.
I generated the data for panel C.

of the Chr 17 source element indicated that most of the CpG sites in the promoter region

of this element were hypomethylated in both the normal and tumor tissues of this patient

(Figure 2.4C; Supplemental Methods). Therefore, it appears that the Chr 17 source element

may have evaded somatic repression because its promoter was not sufficiently methylated
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at many CpG sites, including the critical CpG site at position 60 and three other critical

sites that were identified in the Hata study (Figure 2.4C; Section 2.5).36

2.4.7 The Chr 17 and Chr 14 source elements are restricted to African and

African-derived populations

We next evaluated the population genetics of the Chr 17, Chr 14, and Chr 12 source

elements in 26 diverse human populations using the MEI data that we generated for the

1000 Genomes Project.91, 102 Interestingly, we found that the Chr 17 and Chr 14 source ele-

ments are restricted to African and African-derived populations (Figure 2.5; Supplemental

Table S4). These data are consistent with the fact that our patient is African American

(Section 2.6) and that Beck et al.60 sequenced the same Chr 17 source element from a

Yoruban individual. In contrast, the Chr 12 source element is found in all continental

groups and populations (Figure 2.5; Supplemental Table S4). Overall, these data indicate

that the source FL-L1Hs content of an individual’s genome is likely to vary considerably

depending on the ancestry of the individual, and that differences in L1 content are likely

to influence cancer risk. Our patient’s genome had a population-specific hot L1 source

element that is absent from most genomes and apparently increased her cancer risk consid-

erably.

2.5 Discussion

Next-generation sequencing has revolutionized somatic L1 discovery over the past 6

years, leading to the identification of thousands of somatic L1 insertions in several types of
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Figure 2.5: Population genetics of source elements in 26 diverse human populations. The 26 diverse human
populations that were studied by the 1000 Genomes Project were examined to determine the frequencies of
the Chr 17, Chr 14, and Chr 12 elements in global populations. The measurements are depicted by population
on the world map as a set of three circles corresponding to the three FL-L1Hs source elements that gave rise to
somatic offspring in this study with an accompanying population abbreviation (Supplemental Table S4): (Chr
17) upper left circle; (Chr 14) upper right circle; (Chr 12) bottom circle. Colored circles represent an allele
frequency greater than 0 for that respective population, whereas gray circles represent an allele frequency of
0 (Supplemental Table S4). The Chr 17 and Chr 14 source elements are restricted to populations from Africa
or African ancestry, whereas the Chr 12 element is found in all 26 of the diverse populations. World map
provided by Vector Open Stock (www.vectoropenstock.com), under the Attribution Creative Commons 3.0
license. Note: Eugene Gardner made this figure and generated the data represented in it.

human epithelial cancers.51, 70–72, 74, 75, 77–79 The fact that L1 mobilization occurs frequently

in human tumors raises the possibility that somatic L1 insertions could act as driver muta-

tions during tumor initiation, progression, and metastasis. However, very few somatic L1

insertions have been recovered in known oncogenes and tumor suppressors, where a clear

role in tumorigenesis could be established in the tumors in which they were discovered.

In addition to the Miki et al.52 insertion described above, one of the strongest driver

candidates identified to date is a somatic L1 insertion in the ST18 gene that led to up-

regulation of this gene in a case of hepatocellular carcinoma.72 Interestingly, the insertion

disrupted a repressor of transcription in an intron of the gene, which led to up-regulation

of the gene in the tumor. In human breast and lung cancer, ST18 acts as a TSG,114, 115
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but it appears to have acted as an oncogene in this case.72 The precise role of ST18 in the

development of hepatocellular carcinoma is unknown, and thus it is unclear whether this L1

insertion might have influenced tumor initiation, or instead, later stages of tumorigenesis.

Another strong example of a potential L1 driver mutation was identified in the sixth exon of

the PTEN TSG in a case of uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma.74 Because this insertion

disrupted a coding exon, the tumor likely had lower levels of PTEN activity. However, once

again, the precise role of this somatic insertion in this case of uterine cancer is unclear.

A number of other genes have been hit by somatic L1 insertions multiple times in-

dependently in tumors, suggesting that these insertions might also constitute driver muta-

tions.74, 77, 78 However, most of these insertions map to sites within genes that are difficult

to interpret (such as introns), or they map to genes with tenuous connections to the cancers

in which they were discovered. Thus, even when L1 driver candidates are identified in a

given tumor, it can be difficult to assign these mutations to clear roles in tumorigenesis,

particularly in tissues for which the landscape of driver mutations has not been well estab-

lished. In most tumor types, the temporal order whereby specific gene mutations influence

tumorigenesis also has not been well established, making it even more difficult to determine

whether L1 can initiate tumorigenesis.

Here, we present a clear example of a somatic L1 driver mutation initiating tumorige-

nesis through the classic route of CRC progression that has been mapped out by Vogelstein

and colleagues (Figure 2.6).55, 103, 105, 108 The identification of a second somatic L1 insertion

in the APC gene >20 yr after the original Miki et al.52 insertion provided us with an oppor-

tunity to determine whether such insertions can actually initiate tumorigenesis. We show

that both gatekeeper APC alleles are mutated in our patient’s tumor, and this occurred in an
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Figure 2.6: An oncogenic hot L1 evades somatic repression and initiates CRC. L1 Inheritance: Inheritance
of a hot FL-L1Hs source element begins the process of L1-mediated cancer (this study). In this case, the
patient inherited an African-specific hot FL-L1Hs source element on Chromosome 17 (black bar with fire
outline, bottom) from one of her parents. L1 Expression: The inherited FL-L1Hs source element evades
somatic repression and generates transcripts (squiggle lines, bottom) in normal colon tissues (this study). L1
Insertion: A somatic L1 offspring element is integrated into the sixteenth exon of the APC gene, thereby
disrupting one APC allele (light blue star on Chr 5, bottom; this study).52 The second APC allele is disrupted
by the somatic mutation p.R1450* (black star on Chr 5, bottom; this study). Thus, both gatekeeper APC
alleles are disrupted and the adenoma phase is initiated. Polyp Formation: Following loss of APC function,
additional important driver mutations in the PIK3CA and KRAS genes (black stars on Chr 3 and Chr 12,
respectively, bottom) result in progression to adenocarcinoma (cluster of red cells, top). Adenocarcinoma:
Additional driver and passenger mutations occur to further drive progression of adenocarcinoma. These
changes include new somatic L1 insertions (light blue stars, bottom), SNVs and indels (black stars, bottom),
and perhaps other structural variants. Note: Eugene Gardner made this figure of our model, which was
developed from and is supported by data generated by all the co-authors throughout the paper.

MSS genetic background where such mutations would be expected to initiate CRC. A key

factor in this study was the availability of relatively inexpensive whole genome sequencing,

which was not available at the time of the Miki et al.52 study. This allowed us to determine

how the L1 insertion in APC was generated and then how it worked together with other

mutations in APC, PIKC3A, KRAS, and ACVR1B to drive tumorigenesis (Figure 2.6).

Our data support a model whereby an exceptionally hot L1 source element on Chro-

mosome 17 of the patient’s genome evaded somatic repression and produced an offspring
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insertion that disrupted the APC gene in a normal colon cell. This hot L1 source element

has a mutation in one of the four CpGs that are necessary for repression of the L1 promoter

by DNA methylation (Figure 2.4C).36 Indeed, our data indicate that this source element

likely evaded somatic repression because its promoter was not sufficiently methylated (Fig-

ure 2.4C). Moreover, all four of the CpGs that previously were shown to be essential for

repression of the L1 promoter were either mutated or hypomethylated in the normal colon

and tumor tissues of our patient (Figure 2.4C). One intriguing possibility is that the G61A

mutation that eliminated one of these critical CpGs also served as an “epimutation” that

somehow caused the hypomethylation of the entire promoter region of the Chr 17 element.

Similar mechanisms have been observed previously in several types of human cancers. For

example, a recent report demonstrated that a 2-bp mutation altered the DNA methylation

pattern of the entire RB1 gene promoter in a pedigree of human retinoblastomas.116 If this

was the case, then it appears that only a single mutation in L1 might have enabled the

transposon to explore an entirely different niche of mutagenesis in somatic cells, thereby

expanding upon its ability to mutagenize the germline.

Several previous studies have demonstrated that somatic L1 insertions occur rela-

tively frequently in human CRC.70, 71, 75, 78 Somatic L1 insertions also are abundant in ade-

nomatous polyps of the colon, suggesting that L1 mobilization can occur relatively early

in the process of CRC.75, 78 We now show that somatic L1 insertions can initiate CRC in

normal colon cells, and thus, can act at the earliest stages of tumorigenesis that precede

adenomatous polyp formation. Once adenomas are formed, it appears that additional so-

matic L1s can be generated.75, 78 Although PIK3CA and KRAS mutations are thought to

play key roles in driving the subsequent transition from adenoma to adenocarcinoma,55
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it seems unlikely that L1 insertions could play a role in this transition, because such in-

sertions probably have a limited capacity to activate oncogenes. In fact, in our patient’s

tumor, PIK3CA and KRAS were mutated by an activating somatic point mutation and a

short duplication, respectively, underscoring the idea that L1 works together with other

types of somatic mutations to drive human cancers. However, L1 could be envisioned to

impact tumor suppressors such as PTEN, e.g., which has been implicated in later stages of

CRC.55, 108

2.5.1 Cancer risk from an African-specific hot L1

The hot FL-L1Hs Chr 17 source element, and a second source element on Chro-

mosome 14 that generated most of the remaining somatic L1 insertions in our patient’s

tumor, are both restricted to African and African-derived individuals (Figure 2.5). Such

source elements appear to cause a novel form of ancestry-specific cancer risk. Remark-

ably, a wide range of epithelial cancers have been diagnosed in our patient’s immediate

family, suggesting the possibility that these two FL-L1Hs source elements might be re-

sponsible for increased levels of cancer risk in her family. In fact, the patient’s father and

seven of 12 siblings had a history of cancer (including vocal cord, breast, liver, prostate,

lung, and esophageal cancers). These two FL-L1Hs source elements could potentially be

active in a range of somatic tissues, where L1 is normally repressed and hence, may help

to drive tumorigenesis in these other tissues. Such elements also may be active in somatic

cells of the brain where they could impact neurological diseases such as Aicardi-Goutières

syndrome94 and schizophrenia117 in an ancestry-specific manner. Finally, these elements
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would presumably remain active in the germline as well, where they could impact other

human traits and diseases in an ancestry-specific manner.

As outlined above, several previous studies have suggested that L1 driver mutations

may be rare in human tumors. However, a possible explanation for this observation is that

the L1 insertions in these previous studies might have been generated by source elements

that were derepressed only after tumorigenesis was well under way. As a consequence,

such tumors might be enriched for passenger L1 insertions that played no clear role in

tumorigenesis. Our study suggests that more emphasis needs to be placed on L1 source

elements that evade somatic repression in normal tissues as a means to identify tumors that

harbor L1 driver mutations. Follow-up studies with cancer-prone families like our patient’s

family, who carry source elements that can evade somatic repression, may help to establish

a firmer link between somatic L1 mutagenesis and human cancers.

2.5.2 Impact of APC mutations

The somatic L1 insertion and the p.R1450* stop codon that we identified in APC

both map to the mutation cluster region (MCR) of the gene, where the majority of disease-

causing mutations have been discovered in sporadic CRCs (Figure 2.1C). Most of the mu-

tations that have been identified in sporadic CRCs introduce frameshifts or premature stop

codons into the MCR and thus truncate the encoded APC protein within or near this re-

gion.104 Both of the mutations discovered in our study cause these very same types of

disruptions: The p.F1396L1 insertion causes a frameshift and premature termination of the

encoded protein within the inserted L1, whereas the p.R1450* mutation introduces a stop
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codon that terminates the protein within the MCR. Moreover, the p.R1450* mutation oc-

curred at one of the most commonly mutated APC codons in sporadic CRC.55, 118 Thus, both

of these terminations are consistent with previously identified disease-causing APC alleles

in sporadic CRCs. Likewise, our RNA-seq data indicate that both of these mutant alle-

les were expressed in the tumor, suggesting that these variants escape nonsense-mediated

mRNA decay (NMD) and likely produce truncated proteins (Supplemental Table S3).

Interestingly, the original Miki et al.52 L1 insertion lies slightly downstream from

the MCR but is still very close to this region (codon 1526) (Figure 2.1C). The Miki et al.52

insertion is in the same orientation as the APC gene, whereas our L1 is in the opposite ori-

entation of APC. However, both L1 insertions cause frameshifts and terminate the protein

within the inserted L1 sequences, suggesting that they effectively truncate APC in similar

ways. Importantly, we now formally demonstrate that our somatic L1 insertion in APC ini-

tiated tumorigenesis. We cannot rule out that the Miki et al.52 insertion at codon 1526 also

might have initiated CRC, but without knowing the status of the second allele and whether

the tumor had stable microsatellites, it remains possible that the tumor was instead initi-

ated by faulty DNA repair.55, 108 However, APC mutations are known to contribute to later

stages of tumor progression in mutator-initiated CRCs, suggesting that both L1 insertions

likely acted as driver mutations, perhaps at different stages of tumorigenesis. The fact that

two independent L1 insertions have been identified in APC suggests that gateway tumor

suppressors are sensitive targets for L1 mutagenesis, particularly when an inherited hot L1

evades somatic repression.
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2.6 Methods

2.6.1 Genetic analysis of CRC patient tissue samples

Ten CRC samples with adjacent normal colon tissues were obtained from the Greenebaum

Cancer Center Tumor Bank at the University of Maryland Medical Center under IRB proto-

col HP00060447. The following samples were obtained: adenocarcinomas 19079, 19084,

19202, 20085, 20106, 20559; mucinous adenocarcinomas 19120 and 20444; tubular ade-

noma 20267; and carcinoid 20558. Patient 20444 (the major focus of this study) was a 62-

yr-old female African American with a high-grade mucinous adenocarcinoma of the colon

stage T4 N0. Genomic DNA was isolated from frozen tissue samples using the DNeasy

Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA

for patient 20444 was isolated from both the normal and tumor tissues with the RNeasy

Kit (Qiagen). Normal/tumor pairs were screened for somatic L1 insertions in CRC using

the L1-seq method as described previously (Supplemental Methods).51 WGS, RNA-seq,

PCR validation of variants, and bisulfite sequencing were performed as described in the

Supplemental Methods.

2.6.2 Microsatellite assessment using MSIsensor

Using MSIsensor,109 we determined the total number of somatically mutated mi-

crosatellites in our normal/tumor pair plus three control TCGA normal/tumor colorectal

cancer pairs in which the microsatellite status was known (two MSS samples and one MSI

sample; data not shown).105 Cases with <3.5% of microsatellites somatically mutated are
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considered to have stable microsatellites (MSS), whereas cases with >3.5% of microsatel-

lites somatically mutated are considered to have microsatellite instability (MSI).

2.6.3 MELT analysis

L1 discovery was performed on normal/tumor pairs using WGS Illumina data and

the MELT algorithm with default parameters (http://melt.igs.umaryland.edu) (Appendix A,

Supplemental Table S6; Supplemental Data S2).91 Sites were manually examined using the

IGV106 and also were validated by PCR and/or Sanger sequencing (Supplemental Table S5;

Supplemental Methods). Analysis of reference FL-L1Hs elements was conducted by geno-

typing all reference elements using the MELT-Deletion algorithm (http://melt.igs.umaryland.

edu). The MELT-Deletion algorithm genotypes 4645 reference L1Hs elements using L1

sites provided by RepeatMasker.112, 119 Of these, 19 FL-L1Hs source elements (L1Hs

>5900 bp) were absent from the patient’s genome and were excluded from further analysis

(Supplemental Table S2; Supplemental Data S3).

2.6.4 Analysis of FL-L1 Hs source elements in the patient’s genome

The Chr 14 and Chr 17 FL-L1Hs source elements were amplified with long-range

PCR using LA Taq DNA Polymerase (Takara), cloned into plasmids with the TOPO XL

PCR Cloning Kit (Invitrogen), and sequenced in triplicate with Sanger sequencing using

20 custom L1 primers and universal flanking primers (Supplemental Table S5). Thirty-one

nonreference FL-L1Hs elements that were detected in the patient’s genome with MELT

were sequenced with Pacific Biosciences sequencing. Each element was amplified from ei-
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ther the normal sample DNA from patient 20444 or from a 1000 Genomes Project sample

that also had the element (see Supplemental Table S5 for a listing of DNAs and primers).

Amplification was performed using LA Taq DNA Polymerase (Takara) with the following

reaction conditions (Supplemental Table S5): 90 sec at 94◦, followed by 32 cycles for 30

sec at 94◦C, for 30 sec at 57◦C, and for 8 min 30 sec at 68◦C. A final elongation step was

performed for 10 min at 68◦C. All amplicons were subsequently pooled in approximately

equimolar amounts and then purified with AMPure SizeSelect Beads (Beckman Coulter

Genomics). The amplicons were prepared for PacBio sequencing using the DNA Template

Prep Kit 1.0 (Pacific Biosciences) by following the manufacturer’s protocol. Small frag-

ments and extra adapters were removed from the sample using a BluePippin with a 0.75%

agarose cassette (Sage Science). One SMRT cell was sequenced per amplicon pool, using

P6C4 chemistry and a 240-min movie on the PacBio RS II.

Following PacBio sequencing, reads were aligned to their genomic locations us-

ing BLASR 1.3.1.120 Reads were clustered based on genomic locations and assembled

to form a consensus for each amplicon using version 2.3.0.140936 of ConsenseTools,

which is available as part of the SMRTAnalysis software package from Pacific Biosciences

(https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/SMRT-Analysis/wiki/

ConsensusTools-v2.3.0-Documentation). SNVs and FL-L1Hs subfamilies were then iden-

tified using the LINEU tool found in the MELT analysis package (http://melt.igs.umaryland.edu).

We used the Sanger sequencing and PacBio sequencing data for FL-L1Hs elements outlined

above, together with the FL-L1Hs sequences available in hg19, to develop a profile of 295

potential source elements in the patient’s genome (Figure 2.2A,B; Supplemental Table S2).

Equivalent results were obtained using FL-L1Hs sequences available in the GRCh38/hg38
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build of the human genome reference sequence together with our nonreference FL-L1Hs

elements.

2.6.5 Strand-specific RNA-seq analysis of FL-L1Hs source elements

Total RNA samples were prepared for strand-specific RNA-seq analysis by first treat-

ing the samples with DNase I (Invitrogen). Ribosomal RNA was reduced prior to library

construction using the Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal Kit (Human/Mouse/Rat; Illumina). Il-

lumina RNA-seq libraries were prepared from this material with the TruSeq RNA Sample

Prep Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Between first and second

strand cDNA synthesis, the primers and nucleotides were removed from the samples with

NucAway spin columns (Ambion). The second strand was synthesized with a dNTP mix

containing dUTP. Adapters containing indexes 6 nt in length were ligated to the double-

stranded cDNA. After adapter ligation, the second strand cDNA was digested with 2 units

of Uracil-N-Glycosylase (Applied Biosystems). The DNA was purified between enzymatic

reactions, and size selection of the library was performed with AMPure XT beads (Beck-

man Coulter Genomics). Libraries were sequenced on the HiSeq4000 with paired end runs

(one sample per lane) (Supplemental Table S6).

To evaluate FL-L1Hs RNA expression, raw RNA-seq FASTQ files that were gen-

erated by strand-specific RNA-seq (Supplemental Table S6) were aligned to the reference

FL-L1Hs L1.3 element (GenBank ID L19088)111 using Bowtie 2 version 2.2.4.121 Reads

with perfect matches to the FL-L1Hs element profiles outlined in Figure 2 were identified

and quantified (Supplemental Table S3). To determine relative expression of all FL-L1Hs
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copies, the read coverages over element-specific SNV signatures were pooled to obtain a

raw expression value for each element, and the mean coverage was reported (Figure 2.4;

Supplemental Table S3).

2.6.6 Data access

Sequencing data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read

Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under BioProject accession number PR-

JNA292328. The BioSample numbers are listed in Supplemental Table S6.

2.7 Supplemental Material

Supplemental material for this article is available online from Genome Research at

http://www.genome.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/gr.201814.115.
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Chapter 3: Measuring full-length L1 source element expression in normal

adult human tissues1

3.1 Abstract

The endogenous long interspersed element-1 (also known as LINE-1 or L1) mobile

element is an autonomous retrotransposon that constitutes ∼17% of the human genome.

The majority of these L1 elements are no longer active due to truncations or mutations,

but a small number of full-length L1 (FL-L1) source elements remain capable of mobiliz-

ing themselves (via a “copy and paste” mechanism) and pose a huge mutagenic threat to

the human genome. Transposons were traditionally thought to be silenced outside of the

germline, however, our lab recently discovered that L1s are capable of evading somatic

repression in normal cells and initiating tumorigenesis. Previous studies have also found

FL-L1 source element expression in human cell lines and frequent somatic L1 retrotrans-

position in normal adult human brain cells. Together, these findings suggest that there may

be extensive L1 expression and activity in normal adult tissues that could cause somatic

variation between the cells of an individual; yet, it is currently unclear how frequently this

somatic L1 expression and activity occurs. To address this, we present here a method for

analyzing expression of FL-L1 source elements in many different tissues. We also present

results obtained from using this pipeline on a small pilot set of publicly-available sequenc-

1Eugene J. Gardner provided bioinformatics training and helpful advice, the initial draft version of the Perl
script used to measure expression (Figure 3.1C), and the Java script to update SAM flags (Figure 3.1B). ECS
prepared figures and wrote the chapter.
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ing data. This study is the first broad survey of L1 source element expression across normal

adult human tissues, and begins the process of determining the extent to which L1s are con-

tributing to genomic and transcriptomic variation both within and between individuals.

3.2 Introduction

Mobile genetic elements constitute ∼45% of the human genome. The most common

of these transposable elements is long interspersed element-1 (also known as LINE-1 or

L1), which alone comprises ∼17% of the genome.1 While the majority of L1s are rendered

inactive by truncation or mutation, the human genome currently harbors approximately

80-100 full-length L1 (FL-L1) copies that are retrotransposition competent59; these source

elements are capable of creating insertions in new genomic locations via the “copy and

paste” mechanism of target primed reverse transcription (TPRT).15, 16 Thus, L1 retrotrans-

posons pose an incredible mutagenic threat to the human genome.

Historically, L1 retrotransposition was thought to be confined to germ cells and early

development and silenced in somatic cells41 (Section 1.4). More recently, work by our

lab and others has established somatic activity of L1s in many different types of human

tumors51, 70–81 (Section 1.5, Chapter 2). We now know that L1 mutagenesis is capable

of initiating tumor growth and that this somatic L1 activity can arise from demethylated,

hot, population-specific L1 source elements80 (Chapter 2), yet it is unclear how frequently

source elements are deregulated in normal cells and tissues.

In addition to studies of somatic L1 mobilization in human cancers, L1 expression

and activity has been documented at varying levels in normal noncancerous cells and tis-
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sues. Somatic L1 activity occurs frequently in normal adult human brain cells, generating

inter-neuronal genomic variation92–94 (Section 1.5.5). Outside of the brain, there have been

a few suggestions that there is somatic L1 expression in normal tissues; this is important

because transcription is the first step of the retrotransposition process and transcriptional

repression is thought to play a major role in silencing transposons (Section 1.3).

The broadest study of L1 transcription conducted to date came from Faulkner et al.

in 2009.96 This work deeply examined many facets of mouse and human retrotranspo-

son transcription using Cap Analysis Gene Expression (CAGE) in conjunction with high-

throughput sequencing. The main findings of this study were that retrotransposons are

expressed across many different tissues and that some of this expression exhibits tissue

specificity. Relevant to this chapter, the authors found that FL-L1s are indeed transcribed,

however, this expression was mostly confined to developmental and cancer cells.96 These

conclusions were in agreement with the literature at the time, though studies of somatic L1

activity (Section 1.6, Chapter 2) have challenged this model. More recently, two papers

have evaluated the expression of specific FL-L1 source elements in cell lines.122, 123 The

main findings of these studies were similar: the majority of L1s are transcriptionally re-

pressed, but a small number of FL-L1 source elements are transcribed in cell lines, and the

control of this expression varies considerably between different cell types.122, 123

The literature as a whole seems to suggest that there is transcription of FL-L1 source

elements in normal noncancerous human tissues. We present here a method for conduct-

ing a broad survey of the expression of specific FL-L1 source elements. This method has

been built to utilize publicly-available sequencing data generated by the Genotype-Tissue

Expression (GTEx) project.124 This unique dataset includes thousands of transcriptome
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sequencing samples from 53 different tissues from all over the human body, which were

collected from hundreds of individuals. This study was conducted with the goals of un-

derstanding the relationship between genetic variants and gene regulation and providing a

high-quality dataset that researchers can harness for their own studies. We present here our

method for discovering expression of specific FL-L1 source elements from RNA-Seq data,

as well as preliminary results from running this pipeline on a pilot set of GTEx project data

consisting of 59 RNA-Seq samples from four individuals.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Overview of the FL-L1 expression analysis pipeline

We developed a pipeline to detect FL-L1 expression using a combination of gold-

standard bioinformatics tools and custom scripts (Figure 3.1). This pipeline is based upon

an occasional by-product of the retrotransposition process, 3’ transduction (see Sections 1.3

and A.4.8). 3’ transductions occur when, during transcription of a FL-L1 source element,

the host cell machinery continues past the polyadenylation signal encoded by the FL-L1

and instead uses an alternative polyadenylation signal located in the genomic DNA some-

where downstream of the FL-L1. The resulting mRNA contains the FL-L1 source element

(including its encoded poly(A) tail) followed by the adjacent genomic sequence and a sec-

ond poly(A) tail. This 3’ transduction sequence can be used to tag a particular mRNA

molecule as coming from a specific FL-L1 source element. This is important in FL-L1

source element transcriptomic analyses because the repetitive nature of L1s makes high-

quality read mapping within an L1 extremely difficult. We can instead use reads mapping
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Figure 3.1: Overview of pipeline to measure FL-L1 expression. Our pipeline can be broken into three basic
parts, shown here in different columns and colors. (A) Whole genome sequencing data (yellow) is analyzed
using MELT to define a FL-L1 source element profile for each individual. This profile is converted into a bed
file of coordinates for the regions immediately downstream of each FL-L1 source element, which is then used
as input for the expression pipeline in (C). (B) TopHat-aligned GTEx RNA-Seq data (orange) is processed as
necessary and realigned to the human reference genome (hg19) using BWA-MEM. The resulting SAM is then
further processed and filtered for eventual use in the expression pipeline in (C). The final filtered BAM does
not include reads that failed vendor quality checks (QC), reads with map quality less than 20, supplementary
alignments, or duplicate reads (filtering shown in red text). (C) The expression pipeline (green) uses Perl
scripts to measure FL-L1 source element expression in turn in each RNA-Seq sample, calculate FPKM values
for each site in each sample, and impose final filters based on size and supporting fragment cutoffs. The final
output of the pipeline is a list of significantly expressed FL-L1 source elements in each sample (light green).

to 3’ transductions as proxies to measure the transcription coming from the upstream FL-L1

source element.

The conceptual framework of this method, namely, using 3’ transductions to study

specific FL-L1 source elements, has been frequently utilized by the mobile element com-

munity (see Section 1.5.3 and Appendix A.4.8). Recently, the Cristofari laboratory has used

3’ transductions to conduct their own source element expression analysis in cell lines.122
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This group corroborated their method by showing co-occurrence of downstream expres-

sion peaks with other markers of transcription (H3K4me3 ChIP-seq peaks upstream of

expressed source elements) and shRNA-mediated targeted expression knockdown.122 The

method presented here is based on the same notion of using 3’ transductions to measure FL-

L1 source element expression, with some additional considerations we think will increase

sensitivity and stringency of the analysis.

An overview of our FL-L1 expression pipeline is shown in Figure 3.1. This method

can be broken down into three parts: processing of WGS data (Figure 3.1A); processing of

RNA-Seq data (Figure 3.1B); and measuring FL-L1 expression (Figure 3.1C). In part A,

we discover and genotype all of the FL-L1 source elements in each subject using MELT91

(Appendix A); we refer this collection to as each individual’s source element profile80

(Chapter 2). This is necessary because each person has a different collection of potentially

active FL-L1 source elements; furthermore, we have previously shown that non-reference

population-specific FL-L1 source elements are capable of having a negative impact on

individual health80 (Chapter 2). In part B, we process the RNA-Seq data using the optimal

aligner for our study of mobile element expression, BWA-MEM125 (Section 3.5.2). We then

heavily filter these alignment files so as to only include high-quality single-mapping reads

in downstream analyses. Finally, in part C we use custom Perl scripts to find and quantify

significant FL-L1 source element expression in transcriptomic datasets. An FPKM is then

calculated for each region of downstream expression. The final result of this pipeline is

a list of significantly expressed FL-L1 source elements in each RNA-Seq sample. These

results for all RNA-Seq samples can then be merged together to study expression across and

variation between individuals and tissue types. The major steps in each of these workflows
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are shown in Figure 3.1, and every step of the pipeline is described in detail in Section 3.5.

3.3.2 Optimization of pipeline sensitivity and specificity

The final pipeline output file obtained above is then filtered, with cutoffs selected so

as to balance a low false negative rate (FNR) with a low false discovery rate (FDR), or high

sensitivity (1-FNR) and specificity (1-FDR) (see Section 3.5.4 for formulas used). This step

is necessary because while small differences in coverage may be statistically significant, we

are only interested in studying events that may have biological relevance. Temporary fil-

ters were evaluated by manual inspection of positive pipeline calls (Section 3.5.4). The

pipeline was run on the pilot data set, which consists of 59 RNA-Seq samples from four in-

dividuals and their accompanying WGS data, generated by the GTEx project (Table B.1).

We found two parameters on which to filter that have the desired impacts on sensitivity

and specificity, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The first filter is requiring a minimum size of

the downstream expression (in bp) that is defined by the pipeline (Figure 3.2A). The sec-

ond filter is requiring a minimum number of supporting fragments within the downstream

expression (Figure 3.2B).

The initial broad filters shown in Figure 3.2 indicated that the ideal size filter was

approximately 100-200 bp (Figure 3.2A) and the ideal supporting fragment filter was either

5 or 6 (Figure 3.2B). These single filters resulted in an appropriate balance of sensitivity

(84-99%) and specificity (92-99%). We then implemented many possible combinations of

filters in this range to determine the optimal two-variable filter based on sensitivity and

specificity values (data not shown). The optimal filter we found is requiring a minimum
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity and specificity of various pipeline filters. A variety of different minimum downstream
expression size (bp) (A) and minimum supporting fragment count (B) were imposed on manual validation
data, and FNR and FDR rates were calculated for each different filter, using Perl scripts. These FNR and
FDR values were converted into specificity (red) and sensitivity (blue) percentages, respectively.

expression size of 160 bp (Figure 3.2A) and a minimum of five supporting fragments per

site (Figure 3.2B). This two-variable filter results in a specificity of 97.1% and a sensitivity

of 92.9%, well within the acceptable range for computational discovery tools. These final

filters were applied to the pilot data set prior to the final analysis.

3.3.3 FL-L1 expression in the pilot data set

The results of the analysis of the pilot data of 59 RNA-Seq samples from four indi-

viduals (Table B.1) are shown in Figure 3.3. Similar to previous analyses,80, 96, 122, 123 we

found that, in a given tissue or sample, the vast majority of FL-L1 source elements are not

transcribed (Figure 3.3, grey boxes; the remaining 367 elements that are not expressed in

any tissue are not shown). However, we do find that a small number of source elements,

a total of 34 FL-L1 loci in 59 tissue samples examined, that are sometimes able to escape

somatic repression and be transcribed in normal adult human cells (Figure 3.3, colored

boxes). The most important result that can be gleaned from this pilot study is that there is

some FL-L1 source element expression in normal adult human tissues beyond the brain and
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Figure 3.3: FL-L1 expression across 59 tissue samples in the pilot data set. This heat map depicts the expres-
sion of 34 FL-L1 source elements (rows) across 59 different tissue samples (columns) from the four individu-
als included in the pilot study (black and white bars, top). Each box in the middle panel represents the expres-
sion quantification of a given source element in a given RNA-Seq sample. Expressed sites have log10(FPKM)
values shown in colors according to the legend (right). Sites that are not expressed are represented in grey.
White boxes denote that a given FL-L1 is absent from that individual’s source element profile. (A-F) The
six most highly expressed loci across the pilot data set. ID numbers denote chromosome:position-position
(coordinate range, for reference elements) or chromosome:position (coordinate point, for non-reference ele-
ments) of the source element, as called by MELT. (A) FL-L1 ID 6:24811885-24817934 in blood from subject
OHPM (pink). (B) FL-L1 7:147539645-147545715 in pancreas from subject NFK9 (purple). (C) FL-L1
2:144010792 in blood from subject OHPM (purple). (D) FL-L1 9:85664444-85670486 in prostate from
subject NFK9 (blue). (E) FL-L1 3:151148554 in vagina from subject PLZ4 (blue). (F) FL-L1 4:80888061-
80894093 in ovary from subject X4EO (blue). Not shown: the remaining 367 elements that are not expressed
in any tissue.

developmental tissues. For example, the six highest expression values were found in blood

(Figure 3.3A,C), pancreas (Figure 3.3B), prostate (Figure 3.3D), vagina (Figure 3.3E), and

ovary (Figure 3.3F) tissue. This expression seems to vary greatly both between tissues

within an individual and between individuals. For example, all four subjects in the pi-

lot study are represented in the six highest expression loci (Figure 3.3A-F). Finally, both

reference (Figure 3.3A,B,D,F) and non-reference (Figure 3.3C,E) FL-L1 source elements

contribute to the overall FL-L1 source element transcriptional profile for each individual,
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supporting our hypothesis that variation between individual source element profiles can

influence FL-L1 expression.

3.4 Discussion

We have successfully developed our own pipeline for measuring FL-L1 source ele-

ment expression from RNA-Seq data. We validated this pipeline as having high sensitivity

and specificity, giving us results that we can analyze with high confidence. Most impor-

tantly, we have designed and executed this pipeline on publicly-available sequencing data.

The ability to use this type of readily-available data offers numerous opportunities for fu-

ture analyses.

Our preliminary results support our hypothesis that there is expression of FL-L1

source elements in normal adult human tissues. Furthermore, this expression is limited

to a relatively small number of source elements, while the majority of elements are si-

lenced. These results are in agreement with recently published studies examining FL-L1

source element expression in cell lines.122, 123 However, our conclusions contradict those of

Faulkner et al. in their 2009 study.96 One possible explanation for these differing results

is that their study evaluated expression of all retrotransposons, while we are focusing only

on FL-L1 source elements (which make up only ∼0.06% (307/500,000) of all L1 copies in

the human genome). Thus, it is possible that Faulkner et al. also saw expression of a small

number of renegade FL-L1 source elements across many tissues, but that this relatively

small signal was lost in the noise of their much more broad analysis of retrotransposon

expression in general.
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We have now laid the methodological groundwork for our next study, a large-scale

analysis of FL-L1 expression across over 2,500 different RNA-Seq samples from a total of

142 individuals using data from the GTEx project. With this next study we anticipate gain-

ing further insights into how different FL-L1 source elements are differentially regulated

between tissues and individuals. We expect to see large variations in how particular source

elements are expressed between tissues, based on recent literature122, 123 and the preliminary

results presented in this chapter (Figure 3.3). We also expect to see large inter-individual

differences in FL-L1 expression that can be attributed to source element profiles, based on

our previous studies (Chapter 2, Appendix A) and preliminary results (Figure 3.3). Finally,

our goal is to catalogue expression across a wide number of tissues and to analyze how this

expression changes between tissues and individuals, and eventually, how these differences

may impact disease risk.

3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Analysis of whole genome sequencing data

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) data generated by the GTEx project was down-

loaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) sequence read

archive (SRA).126 Paired-end WGS data for four individuals (GTEx IDs PLZ4, NFK9,

OHPM, and X4EO; Table B.1) obtained from blood samples was downloaded and con-

verted into BAM format using the sra-toolkit version 2.8.0.126 The average sequencing

coverage of these WGS samples ranged from 33x to 42x coverage.

We then used the Mobile Element Locator Tool91 (MELT; Appendix A) version 2.0.5
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to determine which FL-L1s were present in each individual. The first step in this analysis

was discovery and genotyping of non-reference L1s in the pilot set. This was done with

MELT-Split using default parameters. The four pilot subject genomes were run through

MELT-Split alongside all of the WGS samples that will be included in a later analysis

(n=142 total); only results for the pilot set are presented here.

The second step in this analysis was genotyping these individuals for reference FL-

L1s using MELT-Deletion (Appendix A). It was important for downstream analyses to

ensure that the 3’ ends of all reference FL-L1s were correctly annotated (to avoid read pile-

ups caused by unannotated poly(A) tails). Thus, we created a FL-L1 annotation file (in bed

format) with manually-annotated 3’ end positions of each reference FL-L1 (n=307) in the

human genome reference (hg19). The original L1 annotation track was generated by Re-

peatMasker112 and obtained from the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome

browser database127; this annotation file was filtered (using Perl) to include only human-

specific (L1-Hs) elements that had a length of >5900 bp. The new manually-annotated 3’

ends of each FL-L1 were defined by inspection of each site in the Integrative Genomics

Viewer (IGV).106 The following rules were used when defining the end of the poly(A) tail:

i) the last base of every FL-L1 is adenine; ii) a minimum of three adenine bases in a row

was required (i.e., (NAAA)N is annotated as FL-L1 sequence, whereas (NAA)N is not);

iii) 3’ transductions followed by a second poly(A) tail are annotated as FL-L1 sequence

if the transduction is ≤20 bp and the second poly(A) tract is at least four bp long and is

longer than the transduction. We ran MELT-Deletion using this updated FL-L1 bed file for

genotyping with default parameters.

After running MELT-Split and MELT-Deletion on these genomes, we generated a
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FL-L1 profile for each individual (using Perl), consisting of every FL-L1 present in at least

one copy in that person. We also used these FL-L1 profiles to generate bed files that contain

coordinates for the 10 kb region immediately downstream of each FL-L1 source element

(using Perl). This bed file is the final output from the WGS analysis which will be used

during expression analyses.

3.5.2 Processing RNA-Seq data

RNA-Seq data generated by the GTEx project was downloaded from the NCBI SRA.

We downloaded all available paired-end RNA-Seq samples (n=59 total) for the four indi-

viduals in the pilot set (GTEx IDs PLZ4, NFK9, OHPM, and X4EO; Table B.1). These

BAM files were downloaded from SRA using Aspera version 3.5.4.102989 and decrypted

using the sra-toolkit. During the next phase of this project, the RNA-Seq data will be down-

loaded using the same high-throughput approach used for the WGS data (using sra-toolkit

only).

The RNA-Seq data available from the GTEx project is in the format of TopHat-

aligned BAM files (TopHat version 1.4.1). These BAM files also contain unaligned reads,

so we have access to all of the reads sequenced for each sample. While TopHat is the gold-

standard tool for studying gene expression, it is not ideal for our mobile element-focused

analysis. TopHat does a fair amount of behind-the-scenes mapping optimization that is

ideal for measuring expression of annotated genes using the downstream Cufflinks pack-

age.128 Through manual inspection of RNA-Seq data in IGV, we determined that TopHat

alignment was filtering many of the reads in and adjacent to FL-L1s. This suggested that
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using TopHat-aligned RNA-Seq data would be imposing an unknown implicit bias into

our FL-L1 expression analysis. In contrast, the BWA-MEM algorithm125 is excellent at

mapping reads adjacent to and within mobile elements, as we know from our previous

analyses80 (Chapter 2). This was obvious in the side-by-side comparison of RNA-Seq data

aligned with both tools. As a result of this analysis, we decided to realign all of the RNA-

Seq data using BWA-MEM.

Next, the RNA-Seq data had to be preprocessed for alignment with BWA-MEM,

re-aligned, and postprocessed for expression analysis. The BWA-MEM aligned BAM was

sorted by read name using samtools version 0.1.19-44428cd129 so it could be converted into

FASTQ files using PicardTools SamToFastq (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) version

2.6.0. During this conversion, we filtered out reads that failed vendor quality checks (a de-

fault option for SamToFastq). Next, we re-aligned these FASTQ files to the human genome

reference (the hg19 decoy genome was used for better mapping of mobile elements) using

BWA-MEM version 0.7.9a-r786 with the default parameters. The BWA-MEM aligned

SAM files were then converted to BAM format with samtools. At this step reads with

map quality of <20 and supplementary alignments were filtered. The BAM files were

then sorted by position and indexed (using samtools) so that duplicate reads could next

be filtered (using PicardTools MarkDuplicates). The filtered BAMs were then sorted by

read name (using samtools) and the SAM flags were corrected (to account for filtered mate

pairs) using a custom Java script. This script also calculates the total number of mapped

read fragments, which is used later in the pipeline for quantifying expression. Finally, the

BAM files were position sorted and indexed (using samtools). The final filtering statis-

tics were calculated using a Perl script along with samtools flagstat. These final filtered,
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position-sorted, BWA-MEM aligned BAM files were used as input for the FL-L1 expres-

sion analysis pipeline.

3.5.3 Measuring FL-L1 expression

Our pipeline to measure FL-L1 expression has three basic steps: i) get coverage

downstream of each FL-L1 in the subject’s FL-L1 profile; ii) measure downstream coverage

and define downstream expression windows; iii) quantify expression. First, the FL-L1

profile bed file generated from the WGS analysis (Section 3.5.1) is used as input to run

bedtools coverage version 2.15.0130 to obtain the coverage counts per base for the 10,000

bases immediately downstream of each FL-L1. The coverage files are then used as input

for the FL-L1 expression pipeline.

Next, the Perl FL-L1 expression pipeline was run on each coverage file. This in-

volved script uses a series of sequential steps to look for coverage downstream of each

FL-L1 that is significantly above background, define the downstream expression coordi-

nates (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, one-tailed, p-value ≤0.05; calculated with the Statis-

tics::R module version 0.34), and finally determine if the coverage over the proposed coor-

dinates is significantly above background (Mann Whitney U test, one-tailed, p-value≤0.05;

calculated with the Statistics::R module version 0.34). The pipeline works by first reading

in coverage bases while skipping over any positions that are in coding regions (generated

by RefSeq131 and obtained from the UCSC genome browser database127). If 5,000 non-

coding positions cannot be obtained from the 10,000 bases immediately downstream of a

given FL-L1, it will be excluded from analysis for being in a region where it is too difficult
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to identify transcripts that are specifically arising from the FL-L1; this event did not occur

with any of the pilot data. If the site is still assessable, we measure the coverage in the entire

5 kb region (composed only of noncoding bases) immediately downstream of the FL-L1,

and use this as our temporary background coverage for comparison. Next, the coverage

in a 50 bp window immediately downstream of the FL-L1 is compared to the background

coverage. If the coverage in this window is significantly higher than the background cov-

erage (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, one-tailed, p-value ≤0.05), the starting coordinate of the

downstream expression window is defined. The 50 bp window continues to slide forward

1 bp at a time and comparing the window coverage to the background coverage. The end-

ing window coordinate is defined once either: a) there is no window coverage significantly

higher than background within the first 100 bp downstream of a FL-L1; or b) the window

coverage was once significant but is no longer above background. If there was a signifi-

cant coverage window defined, the final downstream coverage area is compared to the final

background coverage of the same size (bp) that is immediately adjacent to (downstream of)

of the FL-L1 expression window (Mann Whitney U test, one-tailed, p-value≤0.05). These

FL-L1s with significant expression coverage above background will be included in further

analyses.

Finally, another Perl script is used to quantify the expression of each FL-L1. This

script calculates the FPKM statistic: fragments per kilobase of gene per million mapped

fragments.132 FPKM is calculated by equation 3.1. The downstream expression windows

defined by the FL-L1 expression pipeline are used by the Perl module Bio::DB::Sam ver-

sion 1.27 to access the final BWA-MEM aligned BAM (Section 3.5.2) to calculate the num-

ber of supporting fragments. The total number of mapped fragments (M) and expression
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window size were calculated previously.

FPKM =
(# supporting fragments)(109)

(expression size)(M)
(3.1)

The final output of the pipeline for each RNA-Seq sample consists of the following tab-

delimited columns: SRA ID, FL-L1 ID, background (5kb) coverage (average|median|max),

expression start, expression end, expression size, expression windows, adjacent background

windows, expression coverage (average|median|max), adjacent background coverage

(average|median|max), final p-value (Mann Whitney U test), expression supporting frag-

ment count, adjacent background supporting fragment count, expression FPKM, adjacent

background FPKM.

3.5.4 Validation of pipeline

The final version of the pipeline was used for a round of manual validation, the results

of which are depicted in Figure 3.2. For this validation, the pipeline was run on all samples

in the pilot data set (n=59 RNA-Seq samples; n=4 WGS samples). This initial validation

was used to define minimum size (Figure 3.2A) and supporting fragment (Figure 3.2B)

filters, which were used to generate the final results.

These validations were performed using manual inspection of a small percentage

of pipeline calls in IGV. In all, 215 sites (of the 19,993 measured) were included in the

validation, each of which passed these lenient filters: p-value ≤0.05 and ≥4 supporting

fragments. Sites that met these criteria but where the expression FPKM was≤ background

FPKM were excluded from this analysis. Each FL-L1 was evaluated and marked as positive

or negative for expression. Perl scripts were used to calculate the pipeline FNR and FDR
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for different filters (minimum size and supporting fragment number; Figure 3.2). The FNR

metric was calculated by equation 3.2; sensitivity was then calculated as 1-FDR. False

negatives are defined as sites that were validated as expressed, but which the pipeline called

not expressed.

FNR =
false negatives

called positives + false negatives
(3.2)

The FDR metric was calculated by equation 3.3; specificity was then calculated as 1-FDR.

False positives are defined as sites that were validated as not expressed, but which the

pipeline called as expressed.

FDR =
false positives

called positives
(3.3)

3.5.5 Data access

The authors of this study (E.C.S, E.J.G., S.E.D.) all obtained authorized access to the

GTEx project data under project number 11346. Sequencing data for this project was down-

loaded from the dbGaP GTEx Data Portal via the SRA (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/)

at the NCBI using the sra-toolkit and Aspera. All relevant data generated as part of this

study that is included in the final manuscript will be submitted to the appropriate public

repository or included as supplemental data upon submission of the publication. All data

is currently available upon request.
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Chapter 4: Discussion

This dissertation has presented my doctoral research on mobile element genomics.

This research has been focused on the somatic activity and expression of L1 retrotrans-

posons in human genomes. As discussed in Chapter 1, this research fits in well with the

current efforts of investigators in the field to understand and characterize how mobile ele-

ments are impacting cell genomes in adult human tissues.

The majority of my doctoral research efforts were put towards the work included

in Chapter 2. In this study, we conclusively demonstrate that somatic L1 activity has the

ability cause cancer. To defend this model, we completed an entire genomic and tran-

scriptomic characterization of this one colorectal cancer case. We were able to support

our hypothetical model for development of L1-initiated colorectal tumors using a combi-

nation of both wet lab molecular biology and dry lab computational methods. This work

definitively showed for the first time that L1 activity can cause cancer, and as such, has

had a considerable impact in the field over the year that has elapsed since it was published.

Furthermore, we show that inheritance of FL-L1 source elements in an ancestry-dependent

manner can impact individual health. In this way, we have opened doors to new projects

from our lab and others studying how non-reference FL-L1 source elements can influence

overall mobile element expression, activity, and mutagenic potential in humans.

My final project was entirely computational and was focused on developing a method

that we can use to understand how FL-L1 source elements are actually acting in normal tis-

sue. This survey is incredibly important to the field. While the historical literature says
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that L1s are largely (or entirely) transcriptionally repressed in normal tissue, work in the

last decade documenting somatic L1 activity in both human cancers and the normal hu-

man brain have suggested that L1s are not as tightly regulated as previously thought. The

method developed here, once applied to the entire subset of the GTEx dataset we are plan-

ning to study, should greatly contribute to the understanding of L1 regulation among mobile

element researchers, and may even shed light on the observed variation of somatic L1 ac-

tivity between tumors and tumor types.

In summary, my doctoral dissertation research has greatly contributed to the field by

demonstrating the incredible mutagenic potential of FL-L1 source elements, showing how

inheritance of these elements in a population-specific manner can influence disease risk,

and by developing a method that we will use to survey normal tissues for the FL-L1 source

element transcripts that previous work strongly suggests are present.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and future directions on somatic L1

retrotransposition1

5.1 Introduction

This dissertation has reviewed the recent literature in the field and presented our own

work towards defining the mutagenic capability of L1 source elements in human normal

(Chapter 3) and tumor (Chapter 2) genomes. The work presented here, along with the wave

of papers published in the field over the last seven years, has provided a survey of which

tumor types are permissive for somatic L1 activity; the field also has begun to address why

this phenomenon is occurring and the effects it has on cancer development and progression.

However, in the course of discovering important characteristics of somatic L1 activity, we

also have raised several new questions that need to be addressed. To close this dissertation,

we summarize below some unsettled questions and future directions.

5.2 Why don’t we see L1-initiated cancers more frequently?

As discussed in Section 1.6, there have only been a few reported instances of probable

L1-initiated tumors (Table 1.2, Chapter 2). Though somatically-mobilized L1s can indeed

initiate and drive tumorigenesis,80 there have been a notably small number of such cases

discovered, especially considering the total number of tumors that have been examined for

1Scott EC, Devine SE. The role of somatic L1 retrotransposition in human cancers. Viruses. 2017;9(6):E131.
The first five sections of this review are reprinted in Chapter 1. The final section is reprinted here, with minor
edits for clarity. Reprinted with permission.
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somatic L1 activity across all the studies in Table 1.1. This raises the question: why don’t

we see this phenomenon more frequently? Although one possibility is that L1s initiate

tumorigenesis in somatic cells only rarely, as suggested by multiple groups,71, 75, 77 there

also are a few reasons that we may be underestimating the frequency L1-mediated cancers.

First and foremost, the genetic pathways for tumor development have not been thor-

oughly defined for most tumor types. Thus, we might be finding somatic L1 insertions in

proto-oncogenes and TSGs that have not yet been discovered, and as a consequence, we

cannot yet link these insertions to tumor development. In this regard, somatic L1 insertions

may define a novel set of proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) that can only

drive tumorigenesis when mutated by L1. In support of this idea, recurring L1 mutations

have been identified in several novel genes that were not previously linked to tumorige-

nesis.70, 71, 74–76, 78 This phenomenon is reminiscent of studies in mice where tumors were

induced by the Sleeping Beauty transposon.133 Even when an L1 insertion occurs within

a known proto-oncogene or TSG, it can be difficult to link the insertion unambiguously to

the tumor in which it was discovered. For example, in some cases a known proto-oncogene

or TSG might not have been linked to a specific tumor type (e.g., ST18 in liver cancer72).

Even if the gene has been clearly implicated in the tumor type previously, it can be difficult

to interpret the impact of some L1 insertions without extensive experimentation (e.g., it is

difficult to predict the functional consequences of intronic insertions, such as the one that

was discovered in BRCA181).

Another confounding factor is that the temporal order in which gene mutations occur

during tumor initiation and evolution is unclear in most tumor types (recently reviewed

in134). In many cases, the discovery of tumor progression pathways is hindered by the
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extraordinary mutational heterogeneity that is found within most cancer types.135 As a re-

sult, there are only a few tumor types (e.g., CRC) in which we can currently determine

whether tumors are actually initiated by L1 insertions in known driver genes. Thus, al-

though projects such as TCGA and ICGC have begun to explore the mutational landscapes

of many human cancers, much more work is needed to fully understand how L1 mutagen-

esis contributes to tumor formation.

5.3 To what extent are L1s active in normal noncancerous cells

and tissues?

Although L1 clearly is quite active in the normal somatic tissues of the brain and

epithelial cancers, we are just beginning to explore the extent of somatic activity in other

normal tissues. Several lines of evidence suggest that L1 can evade somatic repression

in at least some other normal tissues. In one study, 21 putative somatic L1 insertions

were identified in normal liver cells using a targeted sequencing assay.72 In another study,

two somatic L1 insertions were discovered in normal stomach cells.78 Yet another study

found nine putative somatic L1 insertions in the normal esophagus.79 In all three of these

studies, independent validation of somatic L1 activity in the normal tissue was either very

limited or not possible. A confounding factor was that germline insertions could appear to

be new somatic insertions in adjacent normal tissue if the tumor underwent chromosomal

loss over the site. Validation might have been possible if a second normal tissue were

available in these studies (however, this was not the case). In contrast, two additional

somatic L1 insertions have been identified in normal tissues that were fully validated by
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PCR: the first in normal colon and absent from liver cells78; the second in normal esophagus

(and a precancerous lesion) and absent from blood cells.79 Finally, in our CRC study we

determined that a tumor-forming L1 insertion in APC occurred at the earliest stages of

tumorigenesis (most likely in a normal colon cell), providing further evidence that normal

colon tissues can support somatic L1 activity80 (Chapter 2). Thus, there is a lot of evidence

in the literature (albeit sometimes preliminary in nature) to suggest that normal adult tissues

may broadly support somatic L1 retrotransposition.

On the basis of this limited evidence, is it possible that most (if not all) normal ep-

ithelial tissues support L1 activity? If so, this might have been largely missed for the same

reason that it was initially overlooked in the brain: that each cell in a given tissue gener-

ates a unique collection of somatic L1 retrotransposition events that cannot be detected in

bulk tissue. The solution to this problem is to adapt L1 discovery methods to single cell

sequencing technologies. This approach has been pioneered in brain tissues by the Walsh93

and Faulkner94 labs, and should be adaptable to other normal tissues as well. Through

whole genome amplification, this technique is able to both sequence the genome of a sin-

gle cell and also provide material for validation.93, 94 Although this approach is still in its

infancy, it likely will be useful for finding the somatic L1 insertions that the literature sug-

gests are mutagenizing the genomes of normal cells throughout the human body. Clearly,

more work will be necessary to determine whether this is the case.
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5.4 How does inter-individual genomic variation affect somatic

L1 activity?

Finally, we need to address how differences in FL-L1 source element profiles in-

fluence tumorigenesis. As discussed in Section 1.5.3, each individual inherits a different

collection of FL-L1 source elements. The content of these profiles could have considerable

effects on the risk of an individual developing L1-mediated diseases, including cancers. In

this regard, many questions remain unanswered: How many hot FL-L1 source elements are

present in each human’s genome and how does this vary from one human to the next? How

many elements can evade somatic repression and initiate human cancers in normal somatic

tissues, and in which tissues does this occur? This is a particularly important question

because it is quite possible that most of the somatic L1 insertions that have been discov-

ered in tumors thus far were produced by source elements that only became derepressed

after tumorigenesis was underway. If this were the case, it might help to explain why the

community has identified only a handful of clearly recognizable L1 driver mutations in

human cancers: most insertions were generated too late to initiate or drive tumorigenesis.

However, several lines of evidence indicate that at least some FL-L1 source elements can

evade somatic repression in normal tissues, and generate driver mutations sufficiently early

to initiate tumorigenesis. We need to explore this class of events more carefully and deter-

mine how often source elements can generate tumor-initiating mutations in normal cells.

Events that occur later in tumorigenesis also need to be explored further for roles in tumor

evolution and metastasis.
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We also need to gain a better understanding of how FL-L1 source element profiles

vary in human populations. Although some FL-L1s are ubiquitously found in most or all

human genomes, many others are found only in a subset of individuals and are inherited

in a population-specific manner.80 As a result, ancestry could play an important role in

determining an individual’s mutagenic burden from germline and somatic L1 activity. For

example, in our CRC study, a population-specific FL-L1 source element on Chromosome

17 of the patient’s genome initiated tumorigenesis80 (Chapter 2). Since this element is

restricted to populations that are associated with the African diaspora, the cancer risk that

is associated with this element also would be restricted to such populations. At the present

time, very little is known about how source element profiles vary between individuals, and

how these differences affect tumorigenesis.
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Appendix A: The Mobile Element Locator Tool (MELT): Population-scale

mobile element discovery and biology1

A.1 Clarification

This chapter represents a submitted manuscript that is largely the work of EJG. It is

included in this dissertation as an appendix because MELT was used in Chapters 2 and 3

and because ECS is a contributing co-author on this pending publication. ECS generated

the data presented in panels D-F of Figure A.5, offered a small amount of advice on various

aspects of this project, and provided editorial comments on the manuscript. The remainder

of the work presented here was generated by EJG and the other co-authors.

A.2 Abstract

Mobile element insertions (MEIs) represent ∼25% of all structural variants in hu-

man genomes. Moreover, when MEIs disrupt genes, they can influence human traits and

diseases. Therefore, MEIs should be fully discovered along with other forms of genetic

variation in whole genome sequencing (WGS) projects involving population genetics, hu-

man diseases, and clinical genomics. Here, we describe the Mobile Element Locator Tool

(MELT), which was developed as part of the 1000 Genomes Project to perform routine

MEI discovery on a population scale. Using both Illumina WGS data and simulations, we

demonstrate that MELT outperforms existing MEI discovery tools in terms of speed, scala-

1Gardner EJ, Lam VK, Harris DN, Chuang NT, Scott EC, et al. The Mobile Element Locator Tool (MELT):
Population-scale mobile element discovery and biology. As submitted to Genome Res, November 2016.
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bility, specificity and sensitivity, while also detecting a broader spectrum of MEI-associated

features. Several run modes were developed to perform MEI discovery on local and cloud

systems. In addition to using MELT to discover MEIs in modern humans as part of the 1000

Genomes Project, we also performed MEI discovery in chimpanzees and ancient (Nean-

derthal and Denisovan) hominids. We detected diverse patterns of MEI stratification across

these populations that likely were caused by: i) diverse rates of MEI production from source

elements, ii) diverse patterns of MEI inheritance, and iii) the introgression of ancient MEIs

into modern human genomes. Overall, our study provides the most comprehensive map of

MEIs to date spanning chimpanzees, ancient hominids, and modern humans, and reveals

new aspects of MEI biology in these lineages. We also demonstrate that MELT is a robust

platform for MEI discovery and analysis in a variety of experimental settings.

A.3 Introduction

Population-scale, whole genome sequencing (WGS) projects have rapidly expanded

over the past several years.102, 136–141 As we look to the future, projects are planned or under-

way to sequence many thousands of additional human genomes for studies involving popu-

lation genetics, human diseases, and clinical genomics. Although new technologies such as

the Illumina HiSeq X platform can produce the massive amounts of WGS data that are re-

quired for such studies, many of the analysis tools that were developed over the past decade

cannot be scaled up to meet the informatics demands of these data-intensive projects. Tools

that detect mobile element insertions (MEIs) are no exception, and as a consequence, MEIs

are not being routinely detected in most population-scale WGS projects.139–141 Thus, there
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is a clear need for innovative MEI discovery approaches that can address this important gap

in variant detection.

MEIs should be fully discovered along with other forms of genetic variation because

they can alter human traits or cause diseases when they disrupt genes. For example, at least

five reported cases of hemophilia A have been linked to germline MEIs that disrupted the

Factor XIII (F8) gene,25, 142–144 and another six cases of hemophilia B have been linked to

germline MEIs that disrupted the Factor IX (F9) gene.145–149 10/11 (90.1%) of these in-

sertions disrupted the coding exons of these genes, while the remaining insertion caused

exon “skipping”.144 Similar germline MEIs have been implicated in a range of other hu-

man diseases, including neurofibromatosis,150 Duchenne muscular dystrophy,151 cystic fi-

brosis,152 retinitis pigmentosis,153 beta-thalassemia,154–156 various cancers,157, 158 and other

diseases.159–161 As above, most of these diseases were caused by MEIs that disrupted the

coding exons of genes or caused exon skipping, although MEIs also have been identified in

the promoters156 and untranslated regions (UTRs) of protein-coding genes.161 Thus, MEIs

can influence human traits and diseases by disrupting a range of gene features.

MEIs also are mobilized in somatic tissues in humans, including epithelial cancers,

suggesting that somatic MEIs might help to drive tumorigenesis51, 52, 70–72, 74, 75, 77–80 (Chap-

ter 2). Likewise, somatic MEIs are produced in at least some normal somatic tissues such as

the colon and brain66, 80, 85, 92–94 (Chapter 2), where they have been linked to colorectal can-

cer80 (Chapter 2), schizophrenia,117 Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome,94 and autism.162 Given

the abundance of MEIs in human genomes and their ability to influence human traits and

diseases, MEIs should be routinely discovered along with other forms of genetic variation

in WGS projects.
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Three major classes of mobile elements, i.e., Alu, L1, and SVA elements, remain ac-

tively mobile in human genomes and continue to generate new offspring MEIs.51, 60, 91, 99–102, 163

All three of these element classes are mobilized by the L1 retrotransposition machinery,

and as a consequence, all of these elements have at least some characteristic features of

L1 elements. For example, the target site duplications (TSDs) that flank new Alu, L1,

and SVA insertions are all very similar because they are created by the same L1-encoded

proteins and target-primed reverse transcription (TPRT) mechanism.15, 30–32, 58 Likewise,

interior mutations frequently are introduced into Alu, L1, and SVA copies by the error-

prone L1 reverse transcriptase that replicates all three of these element classes.113 Interior

mutations have been useful for identifying and tracking active subfamilies of Alu, L1, and

SVA elements,110, 164–166 and for tracking relationships between source elements and their

offspring80 (Chapter 2). Several additional hallmark features of human MEIs include: i) 3’

transductions that are caused by alternative, downstream poly(A) signals,27 ii) 5’ inversions

that are caused by twin priming,26 and iii) 5’ truncations that are caused by incomplete

replication.98 Ideally, MEI discovery tools would fully detect all of these associated ge-

netic features because such features are useful for studying the biological impact of MEIs

in humans.

A.4 Results

A.4.1 Overview of MELT

As outlined above, there is an unmet need for a robust MEI discovery package that

can comprehensively detect MEIs and their associated genetic features on a population
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scale in humans. As members of the 1000 Genomes Project, we developed the Mobile

Element Locator Tool (MELT) to address this need. The 1000 Genomes Project was ideal

for this purpose because we were faced with the challenge of performing MEI discov-

ery in 2,534 human genomes. This included 2,504 low coverage Illumina whole genome

sequences (averaging 7.4X coverage), and 30 high coverage Illumina whole genome se-

quences (averaging 60X coverage). We also sought to leverage the data that were collected

across populations to construct comprehensive MEI models at each MEI site, which al-

lowed us to more accurately discover MEI-associated features and genotypes. Finally, we

wished to develop an expanded toolkit to track and study the MEIs that were discovered in

these genomes. The MELT package includes a robust MEI discovery algorithm and a suite

of MEI analysis tools that collectively achieve these goals.

MELT detects Alu, L1, and SVA MEIs by searching for signatures of discordant read

pairs (DRPs) and split reads (SRs) in Illumina WGS data that are enriched at sites contain-

ing new, non-reference (non- REF) MEIs (Supplemental Figure S1). MELT was designed

to work with BAM files that are generated with the Burroughs-Wheeler Alignment tool

(BWA aln or mem),125, 167 since most Illumina WGS data sets are directly available in this

format. MELT first scans BAM files to identify a specific type of DRP (i.e., DRPs where

one mate maps to the reference genome and the other maps to an Alu, L1, or SVA reference

mobile element sequence), thus indicating the presence of a candidate non-REF MEI at the

site. MELT uses SRs to further refine the precise breakpoints and TSDs at each candidate

MEI site. When applied on a population scale, MELT constructs MEI models using all

of the available DRP and SR data from multiple samples to accurately discover each MEI

site and its features. MELT identifies a comprehensive set of MEI-associated features, in-
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cluding: the chromosomal insertion site, MEI orientation, TSD, internal mutation profile,

subfamily, and other features, if present (Supplemental Figure S2; Supplemental Table 1).

MELT performs genotyping across all samples for both novel (non-REF) and reference

(REF) mobile element copies to provide a comprehensive map of polymorphic MEIs in a

given genome. MELT also evaluates the potential impact of each MEI on nearby genes

and lists the gene features that are impacted (e.g., promoter, coding exon, intron, UTR, or

terminator). Finally, a quality tranche system was developed that leverages the evidence

at each MEI site to estimate the quality of the MEI breakpoint (Supplemental Table S2;

Supplemental Methods). These tools and features are all included in the comprehensive

MELT ver. 2.0 package. MELT ver. 2.0 has several improvements over the original MELT

ver. 1.0 that was used for the 1000 Genomes Project, and also includes several new tools

for analyzing MEIs (Supplemental Table S1; Supplemental Table S3).

MELT ver 2.0 was developed to work with diverse computational architectures and

experimental designs. In this regard, several run modes were developed to provide flex-

ibility in implementation, including 1) the single-sample (MELT-Single) mode, 2) the

multiple-sample (MELT-Split) mode, where the four major steps of MELT are sequentially

launched by the user, and 3) the multiple-sample (MELT-SGE) automated mode, where

Sun Grid Engine (SGE) is used to automate the submission and processing of multiple

samples (Supplemental Figure S1). We also developed an Amazon Machine Image (AMI)

version of MELT to facilitate MEI discovery in the cloud. The MELT-Single mode is useful

for discovering and annotating MEIs in a relatively small number of genomes, whereas the

MELT-Split and MELT-SGE multiple sample modes are engineered for population-scale

studies involving hundreds or thousands of genomes. An additional advantage of the mul-
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tiple sample modes is that evidence for each MEI is drawn from multiple genomes (instead

of just one) to identify the MEI site, associated features, and genotypes. To illustrate the

increased sensitivity that is gained with the multiple sample MELT-SGE mode vs. the

MELT-Single mode, we analyzed 10 low coverage (6 to 17X) CEU genomes and five high

coverage (60X) genomes (Supplemental Table S4)102 with both modes and compared the

outcomes. The multiple sample MELT-SGE mode clearly increases the sensitivity of MEI

detection compared to the MELT-Single mode for all three MEI classes (Alu, L1, and SVA;

Supplemental Figure S3).

A.4.2 Scalability of MELT with Illumina WGS data

We compared the clock speed and scalability of MELT ver. 2.0 with four existing

MEI detection tools, i.e., TEMP,168 Retroseq,169 Mobster,170 and Tangram.171 MELT ver

2.0 had the fastest runtimes among the five MEI detection tools at both 6X and 30X cover-

ages using Illumina WGS data from sample NA12878 (Figure A.1A).102 We also examined

the scalability of these tools using ten low coverage CEU genomes (Figures A.1B,C). For

this test, we examined each tool for its ability to perform MEI discovery in one to ten low

coverage CEU genomes (using whole genome sequences ranging from 6.0X to 17.0X cov-

erage; Supplemental Table S4).102 Again, MELT had the best performance in these scala-

bility tests, and showed superior genotyping in head-to-head comparisons (Figures A.1B,C;

Supplemental Table S5).

By extrapolating these scalability curves to all 2,504 low coverage genomes that were

sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project, MELT was predicted to require 21.9 days to per-
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Figure A.1: Comparisons of MEI discovery algorithms. (A-C) Runtime comparisons between MELT and
four other MEI discovery algorithms: Retroseq Mobster, Tangram, and TEMP. (A) Runtime in minutes on
either a 6X or 30X coverage genome using a single processor (numbers are mean±SD), with the best time for
each coverage indicated in red. (B) Time required for each algorithm to collectively analyze between one and
10 genomes using a distributed computing cluster. Shown to the right of experimental data is an extrapolated
estimate of total run-time for 2,504 genomes for each algorithm. (C) Identical to (B), but depicting the median
runtime for only MELT and Tangram. Tangram was run with 23, 46, or 92 threads (numbers to the right of
lines). (D-G) Comparison of sensitivities for MELT and the MEI detection algorithms outlined above. False
negative rates (FNRs) are plotted for (D) Aggregate, (E) Alu, (F) L1, and (G) SVA. (H-K) Comparison of
specificities for MELT and the MEI detection algorithms outlined above. False discovery rates (FDRs) are
plotted for (H) Aggregate, (I) Alu, (J) L1, and (K) SVA (Supplemental Table S5).

form MEI discovery in all 2,504 genomes (Figure A.1B, top). This estimate is in good

agreement with the MELT runtimes that we actually observed when we processed all 2,504

genomes for the 1000 Genomes Project on our computational cluster (approximately 2.5

weeks). In contrast, Tangram was estimated to require 81 days (11.6 weeks), Mobster

168.4 days (24 weeks), and TEMP 275.4 days (39.3 weeks), to complete MEI discovery

in these genomes (Figure A.1B). Therefore, on the basis of these tests, MELT is estimated

to perform population-scale MEI discovery ∼3.8-fold faster than Tangram, ∼7.0-fold faster

than Mobster, and ∼13.6-fold faster than TEMP in head-to-head comparisons (Figure A.1B;

Supplemental Table S5). Since these runtimes involve weeks, these are significant differ-
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ences.

A.4.3 Simulation studies to evaluate sensitivity and specificity

To evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of MELT ver. 2.0, we conducted a series of

simulation studies (Figures 1D-K). Briefly, a test set of Alu, L1, and SVA MEIs was inserted

randomly into the reference human genome multiple times to generate a series of simulated

genomes containing new MEIs. We used similar sets of non-REF MEIs that were discov-

ered in the NA12878 genome (n=1,114, including 922 Alus, 146 L1s, 46 SVAs)91, 102 but

redistributed them randomly in the reference human genome, and replicated this process

50 independent times (Section A.6; Supplemental Methods). We then generated FASTQ

files from these genomes using an Illumina paired end read simulator at 7.5X, 15X, 30X

and 60X coverage.125 Finally, we mapped these reads to the reference human genome, gen-

erated BAM files, and tested MELT’s ability to detect these artificially-inserted MEIs. In

head-to-head comparisons with TEMP, Retroseq, Mobster, and Tangram, these simulations

indicated that MELT had the best sensitivity and specificity curves for all three classes of

MEIs over the range of simulated WGS coverages that were tested (Figures A.1D-K; Sup-

plemental Table S5). Extensive PCR-based validations with sites selected from each of the

three MEI types from the 1000 Genomes Project data set (64 Alu sites, 54 L1 sites, and 59

SVA sites — a total of 177 sites that were discovered with MELT ver. 1.0) were in agree-

ment with these MELT simulations.91 Likewise, an additional 90 PCRs with MEI sites

that were discovered only with MELT ver. 2.0 also were in agreement with these simula-

tion tests (Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Figures S6,7; Supplemental Tables S6,7).
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Overall, these benchmarking, simulation, and PCR validation tests indicate that MELT ver

2.0 outperforms existing MEI discovery tools in terms of speed, scalability, sensitivity, and

specificity, while also detecting a broader spectrum of MEI-associated features (Figure A.1;

Supplemental Figures S4-7; Supplemental Tables S1,S5-7).

A.4.4 New 1000 Genomes Project and chimpanzee call sets

We next used the improved MELT ver. 2.0 package to rediscover Alu, L1, and SVA

MEIs in the 2,504 low coverage and 30 high coverage human genomes that were sequenced

for phase III of the 1000 Genomes Project (Supplemental Table S4). The resulting MEI

call sets are more extensive than the original 1000 Genomes Project phase III MEI call

sets and include additional MEI features (Supplemental Figure S6).91 Our new call set

includes 6,089 or 36.6% additional MEI calls, the majority of which are rare MEIs that

were not detected in our previous 1000 Genomes Project call sets (Supplemental Figure

S6).91 MELT ver 2.0 employs slightly different rules for using DRPs and SRs compared to

MELT ver 1.0 (Section A.6), and these changes led to the improved detection of rare MEIs

while retaining similar overall results in benchmarking and validation tests (Figure A.1;

Supplemental Figures S6,7; Supplemental Tables S6,7). The MEIs that we discovered with

MELT ver. 2.0 had frequency distribution curves that were remarkably similar to the SNP

frequency curve that was generated for the same samples by the 1000 Genomes Project

(Supplemental Figure S6A). In contrast, the MEIs that were called with MELT ver. 1.0 did

not resemble this SNP curve as closely, and lacked sensitivity in the lowest allele frequency

bin (labeled 0.00; Supplemental Figure S6A).
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We also adapted MELT ver 2.0 to perform MEI discovery in chimpanzees. MELT

was designed to be flexible in this regard, and the requirements for adapting MELT to a

new species are fairly minimal: 1) a reference genome sequence must be available for

the species and 2) a set of reference endogenous MEI sequences must be available (or

generated) for the species. Both of these requirements were met for chimpanzees, and thus,

we used MELT to perform MEI discovery on 25 chimpanzees whose genomes had been

sequenced previously.172 Our chimpanzee MEI data set includes 7,278 Alu and 4,381 L1

MEIs (Supplemental Figure S8). These chimpanzee data, and similar data sets generated

with other organisms including canines (our unpublished data), demonstrate that MELT

can be readily adapted to other organisms.

A.4.5 Interior mutations and subfamily analysis

Mutations are encountered frequently within the interior sequences of MEIs due to

the error- prone L1 reverse transcriptase that replicates Alu, L1, and SVA elements.113

These mutations (and patterns of mutations) have been useful for determining whether

a given MEI belongs to a lineage that is known to be active in humans.110, 164–166 Thus, we

developed new MELT tools to identify interior mutations within MEIs and assign MEIs to

lineages (or subfamilies). Since Alu and L1 MEIs together represent 95.3% of the MEIs

that were discovered in the 1000 Genomes Project, we initially focused on developing tools

for these two element classes. Specifically, we developed a tool named CAlu that identi-

fies interior mutations within Alu elements and then uses these mutations to assign Alus

to known subfamilies, and a similar tool named LINEu that carries out comparable func-
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tions for L1 elements. These tools were validated in the simulation studies outlined above

(Supplemental Figure S4) and then used to identify interior mutations in the updated 1000

Genomes Project call set. The resulting subfamily analysis revealed that the distributions

of active Alu and L1 MEIs in the 1000 Genomes Project data sets were similar to those ob-

served in previous studies in humans, thus providing additional validation for our methods.

For example, AluYa5, and AluYb8 elements, which are known to be the most abundant Alu

subfamilies in humans,164, 173 also were the most abundant Alu MEIs that we discovered in

the updated 1000 Genomes Project data set (Supplemental Figure S9). Likewise, exten-

sive testing of LINEu on fully-sequenced FL-L1 elements indicated that LINEu accurately

identifies known human-specific L1 subfamilies (i.e., L1-Ta, L1-Ta0, L1-Ta1, L1-Ta1d and

L1-Ta1nd)80 (Chapter 2).

A.4.6 Stratification of MEIs in 1000 Genomes Project populations

We next examined the population stratification of MEIs in the updated call sets that

we generated from the 1000 Genomes Project. Varying degrees of Alu, L1, and SVA shar-

ing were observed across the four major continental groups of the 1000 Genomes Project.

Alu subfamilies such as AluYa5, AluYb8, AluYc1, AluY, AluYg6, and AluYk13 included

copies that were shared by all non-admixed continental groups, as well as those that were

found in a subset of groups, or in a single group (Figure A.2A). None of these copies were

found in the chimpanzee data set (data not shown). These data indicate that several ma-

jor human-specific Alu subfamilies have been active for most of modern human history,

since these subfamilies generated some MEI loci that are sufficiently old to be found in all
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Figure A.2: Complex patterns of Alu subfamily expansion in diverse human populations. Six known Alu
subfamilies (A) and 79 novel Alu subfamilies (B) that were identified using interior sequence changes were
analyzed for sharing among the 1000 Genomes Project non-admixed continental populations. Plotted are:
Log10 total sites in each subfamily (top); proportion of sites shared among all continental populations; pro-
portion of sites shared by two or three continental populations; proportion of sites that are specific to one
continental population (bottom). The average proportion for each category is indicated by a dotted line in
each plot. (C) Tree of 79 novel AluY subfamilies. We required at least five independent copies with a novel
set of interior mutations (excluding CpG sites) to establish new subfamilies. This threshold is fairly con-
servative, and eliminates errors introduced by Illumina sequencing. After CAlu classification (Supplemental
Figure S9), novel Alu subfamilies were placed on a tree of known AluY families (a, b, and c shown) and
subfamilies (small black circles). Each pie chart represents the sum of allele counts for all constituent sites of
a particular novel subfamily with the total number of identical loci represented by the diameter of the pie (see
Supplemental Figure S10 for figure key). (D-I) Families with unique population sharing are shown with each
pie representing the proportion of total alleles from each of the four major continental populations of the 1000
Genomes Project. Each site is placed into one of three categories based on population sharing: present in
all four continental populations (left); in two or three continental populations (middle); or in one continental
population (right). Pies are sized based on the Log10 allele frequency of each site. (*) actual AF is 0.52446.
New Alu subfamilies were named as outlined previously.174
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modern humans, while generating other loci that are sufficiently young to be restricted to a

single continental group or subpopulation.

We also examined the distributions of 79 novel Alu subfamilies that we identified

in the updated 1000 Genomes Project MEIs through analysis of shared interior mutation

patterns (Figures A.2B,C; Supplemental Table S8; Supplemental Figure S10). Although

some of these novel Alu subfamilies were found in all four of the major continental groups

of modern humans, others had very unequal distributions. For example, Family F (Fig-

ures A.2B,C) was mostly restricted to the AFR continental population, whereas Family

G was enriched in the EAS continental population (Figures A.2B,C). Many of these very

young Alu subfamilies had unique blends of sharing and a sampling of the spectrum of

sharing is depicted in Figures A.2D to I. For example Family I includes copies that are

shared only by AFR and SAS individuals, suggesting that these copies might have been

influenced by population bottlenecks during migration Out of Africa (OOA) or by admix-

ture. Overall, these data reveal complex patterns of Alu subfamily stratification in the 1000

Genomes Project populations, likely reflecting diverse patterns of demographic histories

and other population forces affecting MEI dynamics (see below).

A.4.7 Interior mutation rates in MEIs

We also leveraged the interior sequences of our Alu MEIs to measure the rate at

which interior mutations accumulate in Alu copies after they are inserted into the human

genome. To accomplish this goal, we examined 1,068 non-REF Alu MEI loci that were

found in two or more of five high coverage genomes (HG00419, HG01051, HG03642,
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NA12878, NA19240).102 The interior error rate that we measured across these AluY copies

(2.0x10-7) is slightly higher than the overall mutation rate that has been measured for the

human genome (∼1.1 x 10-8),175 but much lower than the error rate that has been measured

for the L1-encoded reverse transcriptase (1.43 x 10-4).113 These data formally demonstrate

that the error-prone L1 reverse transcriptase is the main evolutionary driver of human MEIs

and their subfamilies.

A.4.8 Active full-length L1 (FL-L1) source elements in

human populations

We also developed two new tools to identify FL-L1 source elements that recently

have generated MEI offspring in humans. One of these tools leverages 3’ transduction

events (Figure A.3), and the other leverages interior mutation profiles, to track

source/offspring relationships80 (Chapter 2). A 3’ transduction event occurs when a short

segment of adjacent genomic sequence is incorporated into an offspring MEI during retro-

transposition.27 A 3’ transduction is initiated at the level of transcription: transcripts orig-

inating from a FL-L1 source element bypass a weak poly(A) signal at the 3’ end of the

element and instead use an alternative poly(A) signal that is encountered in the adjacent

downstream genomic region. When the resulting chimeric FL-L1 transcript is used as a

replication template during retrotransposition, 3’ adjacent genomic sequences are repli-

cated and mobilized along with the L1 source element. These 3’ transductions can be

used to track source/offspring relationships because they serve as unique address tags that

are associated with a single L1 source element and its offspring.27, 75 Thus, we developed a
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Figure A.3: Analysis of L1 source-offspring relationships using 3’ transductions. (A) Pie chart depicting the
proportion of offspring attributable to each of the 38 source FL-L1 elements identified in this study. 121/4,118
(2.9%) of the L1s identified had 3’ transductions that could be used to identify the FL-L1 source elements that
produced these offspring insertions (Supplemental Table S9). LRE3, Chr6:13191033, and Chr1:119401003
FL-L1 source element data are indicated in red, blue, and green, respectively. (B) Circos plot depicting the
genomic landscape of source-offspring relationships summarized in (A). Red, blue, and green arrows indicate
the loci of the three FL-L1 source elements highlighted in (A). (C-E) Circos plots tracking population-specific
offspring for the three most active FL-L1 source elements from (A). Each source-offspring relationship is
colored based on the population of the offspring element. (F) LRE3 was sequenced from an individual of
European descent (top model), along with eight FL-L1 LRE3 offspring. Sequence changes compared to the
L1.3 FL-L1 element111 are shown as blue, green, yellow, red, or black representing a C, A, G, T, or deletion
mutations, respectively. All eight sequenced FL-L1 offspring of LRE3 have two intact ORFs (dark grey bars).
The first poly(A) tail is shown in bright green, with transduced sequence shown in light grey. Offspring
elements that have a 3’ transduction also have a second poly(A) tail (bright green). The five population-
specific FL-L1 elements are indicated by the 1000 Genomes Project population colors next to the elements.
(G) LRE3 transduction family, displayed in a similar manner to Figure A.2 (America-specific offspring not
shown; n=2). Each pie chart represents either LRE3 (labeled) or one offspring from (C). Borders of each pie
are colored red if the element is a FL-L1 (19/39, 48.7%), or purple if it has a 5’ inversion (2/14, 14.3%). (H)
Source and offspring element population distributions. Shown for each source element is the total number
of offspring (top), the population distribution of the source element (middle), and the aggregate population
distribution of all offspring (bottom). Highlighted with colored arrows are source elements from (A). Red
bars indicate where offspring were only found in the American continental population. Vertical black lines
separate source elements into one of three classes: found in all populations (left), found predominately in
OOA populations (middle), and found in one population (right).

new tool to study source/offspring relationships using 3’ transductions and validated it with

simulations (Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Figure S4F; Supplemental Table S6F).

By applying this 3’ transduction tool to the 2,504 low coverage human genomes that
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were sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project, we identified 121 L1 offspring insertions

that carried 3’ transductions (Figure A.3). We then used these unique 3’ transduction tags

to identify the 38 FL-L1 source elements that produced these insertions. Three of the 38

FL-L1 source elements, the Chr2:156527847, Chr6:13191033, and Chr1:119401003 el-

ements, were exceptionally active and collectively generated more than half (69/121 or

57.0%) of the offspring MEIs (Figures A.3A-E). The most active element among these FL-

L1 elements, the Chr2:156527847 element, is a previously-identified “hot” L1 source ele-

ment known as LRE3,176 and it alone generated 41/121 (33.9%) of the offspring insertions

(Figures A.3A-C). The Chr6:13191033 and Chr1:119401003 FL-L1 elements generated

an additional 14 and 13 offspring, respectively (Figures A.3D,E), while the remaining 35

FL-L1 source elements each generated between one and four offspring (Figures A.3A,B;

Supplemental Table S9).

We found that the three highly active FL-L1 source elements (i.e., LRE3, Chr6:13191033,

and Chr1:119401003) had diverse patterns of stratification among the 1000 Genomes Project

populations. LRE3 is clearly enriched in OOA populations (Figures A.3G,H), and has very

low allelic frequencies in African (AFR) populations (with MAFs ranging from 0 to 0.025

in the six AFR subpopulations). Likewise, offspring insertions produced by LRE3 fol-

lowed a similar pattern of enrichment in OOA populations, with the majority of offspring

localized to one or more OOA populations (Figures A.3G,H). LRE3 itself has generated

at least 20 FL-L1 offspring insertions that could, in principle, serve as new FL-L1 source

elements (Figures A.3F,G). We fully sequenced eight of these 20 FL-L1s (Figure A.3F),

and all eight had two intact open reading frames (ORFs), providing further support that

they might serve as active source elements. Interestingly, four of these eight FL-L1 inser-
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tions were found in only one of the OOA populations (Figure A.3F). The Chr6:13191033

FL-L1 source element and its offspring had population distributions that were very sim-

ilar to LRE3, whereas the Chr1:119401003 FL-L1 source element and its offspring were

more evenly distributed among the four continental groups (Figure A.3H). These correlated

patterns of FL-L1 source elements and their offspring suggest that L1 mutagenesis is in-

fluenced by the stratification of these highly active source elements. Moreover, the birth of

new source elements within these lineages might further enhance L1 mutagenesis in these

lineages over time.

The remaining 35 FL-L1 elements that produced 3’ transductions fell into three cat-

egories: i) source elements that were shared almost equally across the four continental

populations (Figure A.3H left, middle panel), ii) those that were shared unequally by the

four continental populations (Figure A.3H center, middle panel), and iii) those that were

shared by less than four (between one and three) continental populations (Figure A.3H

right, middle panel). Unlike the three highly active elements described above (LRE3,

Chr6:13191033, and Chr1:119401003), which had fairly correlated patterns of source and

offspring distributions, the offspring patterns for these remaining 35 FL-L1 source elements

were very diverse and often were not correlated with the distributions of their respective

source elements (Figure A.3H, lower panel). For example, even though some FL-L1 ele-

ments were present in all four continental groups (Figure A.3H center, middle panel), the

offspring from these elements often were found in only one or two continental populations

(Figure A.3H center, lower panel). In some cases, this might be due to an ascertainment

bias caused by the small number of offspring that were produced by these elements. How-

ever, it is also possible that some of these FL-L1 source elements are active in a subset
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of the populations in which they reside. Overall, these data reveal diverse relationships of

FL-L1 source elements and their offspring in modern human populations.

The complete interior sequences of the FL-L1 source elements that produced 3’ trans-

ductions in our study were obtained for 34/38 (89.5%) of the elements (either from the ref-

erence genome or from PacBio sequencing; Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Table

S9). Most of the sequenced elements (25/34 or 73.5%) have two intact ORFs and belong to

one of four active L1Ta subfamilies (Ta0, Ta1, Ta1d, Ta1nd). Many of these elements also

have been found to be active in the cell culture assay.59, 60, 176 Thus, at least some of these

elements are likely to have retained the ability to produce MEIs in humans. The remaining

9/34 (26.5%) of the sequenced source elements had only one or zero intact ORFs, and thus,

appear to have accumulated deleterious mutations that have rendered them inactive. These

include one PA2 element, four Ta elements (Ta0, Ta1, Ta1d, Ta1nd), and one non-canonical

element. Our analysis also revealed a range of poly(A) signal configurations for these FL-

L1 elements, suggesting that the underlying reasons for the production of 3’ transductions

are likely complex (Supplemental Table S9).

A.4.9 Comparisons with L1 source elements that are somatically active in

cancer genomes

We next compared the active FL-L1 source elements that we identified through 3’

transductions in the 1000 Genomes Project samples (Figure A.3) with those that had been

reported previously in the literature (Supplemental Table S9). A total of 139 non-redundant

FL-L1 source elements that were tracked using 3’ transductions were identified in these col-
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Figure A.4: Recently-active FL-L1 source elements in human populations and diseases. (A) Circos plot of the
human genome with coordinates of known active FL-L1 source elements represented as circles (Supplemental
Table S9). FL-L1s are further separated into one of three categories based on the tissue in which activity was
recorded. The three most active FL-L1 source elements identified in this study are represented as circles
corresponding to their color in Figure A.3A. (B) Log-Log plot depicting the total numbers of transductions
identified in an L1 somatic cancer study75 versus the total number of germ-line transductions identified in this
study (n=14). The three most active germline elements (this study) are highlighted according to their color in
Figure A.3A, and are active in cancer as well. (C) Comparison of tissue culture assessed activity (percent of
L1.3 or L1RP activity, light blue)59, 60, 176 with total number of offspring identified in this study (light green)
and the Tubio et al. study (light orange75).

lective studies (including our study; Figure A.4A). 47/139 (33.8%) of these FL-L1 source

elements were active exclusively in the germline, whereas 71/139 (51.1%) were active

exclusively in somatic cancer tissues (Figure A.4A; Supplemental Figure S11). Another

21/139 (15.1%) were active in both germline and somatic tissues (Figure A.4A). The three

most active FL- L1 source elements that we identified in our study also were among the

most active elements in a large-scale somatic cancer study (Figure A.4B,C).75 Thus, some
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FL-L1 source elements are highly active in both germline and somatic tissues, whereas

others are active in only one of these tissue types.

We also compared these germline and somatic FL-L1 source element activities (Fig-

ure A.4) with those that had been measured previously in a cell-culture based assay for

L1 retrotransposition (Figure A.4C).27, 59, 60, 176 The LRE3 FL-L1 source element, which is

highly active in both the germline and somatic cancer tissues, also has the highest known

levels of L1 retrotransposition in the cell-culture assay (Figure A.4C).60 Although several

other FL-L1 source elements had similarly correlated levels of retrotransposition in the

germline, somatic tissues, and cultured cells, other elements behaved quite differently in

these three cellular environments. For example, the Chr22:29065303 FL-L1 source element

is highly active in somatic cancer genomes, but is relatively inactive in both the germline

and the cell culture assay (Figure A.4C).59, 75 Other discordant patterns of activity also were

observed among these tissues and assays (Figure A.4C). Overall, these data indicate that a

given FL-L1 source element can have remarkably different levels of activity in these three

cellular environments (see Section A.5).

A.4.10 5’ inversions

L1 elements often produce MEI offspring that have 5’ inversions (i.e, the 5’ portion

of the MEI is inverted relative to the 3’ portion). These 5’ inversions have been proposed

to be caused by a mechanism termed “twin priming”, whereby the TPRT process is initi-

ated simultaneously from both strands of DNA at the genomic integration site.26 Another

feature of these 5’ inverted L1 MEIs is that they often have small insertions, deletions,
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or duplications at the inversion junctions. Such insertions otherwise appear to have all of

the typical features of L1 insertions, including poly(A) tails, TSDs, and the other features

outlined in Supplemental Table S1.

Because 5’ inversions occur frequently, we developed a new tool to identify 5’ inver-

sions in L1 offspring elements and validated it in simulation studies (Supplemental Figure

S4G,H; Supplemental Table S6). We then applied this tool to the 1000 Genomes Project

samples and found that 298/1634 (18.2%) of the L1 MEIs discovered in the 1000 Genomes

Project samples had 5’ inversions (Note: in some cases we could not measure 5’ inversions

due to a lack of 5’ sequences in some L1s). The inversion junctions for these 298 non-REF

MEIs generally were located throughout the reference L1 sequence as reported previously

for older REF L1 elements (Figures A.5A,B).177 However, we noted a depletion of 5’ in-

versions near the 5’ end of L1. In fact, we did not identify a single 5’ inversion junction

in the first 470 bp of L1, despite the fact that 35.1% of the non-REF L1 MEIs discovered

in the 1000 Genomes samples were either full-length or otherwise contained sequences

that spanned this region (Figures A.5A,B). We verified that MELT had sufficient sensitivity

in the first 470 bp to detect 5’ inversions in this region (Supplemental Figure S4H; Sup-

plemental Methods). These data suggest the possibility that the 5’ inversion mechanism

requires ∼500 bp of free RNA or DNA at the 5’ end of L1, perhaps to loop back and serve

as a priming site for DNA replication.

We also examined the rates at which 5’ inversions are produced from diverse FL-

L1 source elements, and whether these rates vary from one FL-L1 source element to the

next. To explore this question, we examined the 5’ inversion rates for the FL-L1 source

elements that were associated with 3’ transductions in the 1000 Genomes Project data set
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Figure A.5: L1 5’ inversions in germline and somatic tissues. (A) L1 length distribution among sites dis-
covered in the 1000 Genomes Project phase III samples. (B) 5’ inversion positions discovered in the 1000
Genomes Project Phase III samples (Supplemental Table S10). (C) Correlation between the distributions
shown in (A) and (B), with the linear trend line and r2 correlation shown in red. FL-L1 (red arrow in A)
sites were excluded from this comparison because no correlation was observed in the first ∼470 bp of FL-L1
elements. (D) 5’ inversion rates among all L1 sites in the 1000 Genomes Project, chimpanzee, and among
particularly active 3’ transducers highlighted in Figure A.3. (E) Total number of 5’ inverted sites from 1000
Genomes Project MEIs (this study) compared with other germline and somatic studies. The proportion of 5’
inverted sites is significantly different (*, p=0.0207) between germline and somatic insertions. (F) Compari-
son of germline 5’ inversion rates (1000 Genomes Project MEIs) and several different tumor types analyzed
by various studies (Supplemental Table S10).

(Figure A.3). Interestingly, the three most active FL-L1 source elements from this data set

(i.e., LRE3, Chr6:13191033, and Chr1:119401003; Figure A.3) generated 5’ inversions at

very different rates (i.e., 55.6% of offspring had 5’ inversions for the Chr1:119401003 FL-

L1 source element, 14.3% for the LRE3 FL-L1 element, and 0.0% for the Chr6:13191033

FL-L1 element; Figure A.5D; Supplemental Table S10). We also examined the 5’ inversion

rates in several published studies involving germline and somatic MEIs as well as our

chimpanzee MEIs, and likewise observed a range of 5’ inversion rates in these studies
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(Figure A.5D,E). The differences between germline and somatic studies were statistically

significant (Figure A.5E; P=0.0207). Similar results were observed across a variety of

somatic cancer types (Figure A.5F). These data suggest that the rates at which FL-L1 source

elements produce 5’ inversions may vary among FL-L1 source elements and across diverse

cellular environments.

A.4.11 Ancient MEIs in Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes

Ancient genomes from Neanderthals and Denisovans have been technically challeng-

ing to sequence and analyze, and thus far, no MEIs have been successfully discovered in

these archaic hominids. We next determined whether MELT could detect Alu, L1, and SVA

MEIs in these genomes. Indeed, MELT successfully detected 41 ancient Alu MEIs in Ne-

anderthals and 127 ancient Alu MEIs in Denisovans that were not found in chimpanzees or

modern humans (Figure A.6A). We also discovered another ten ancient Alu MEIs that were

shared by Neanderthals and Denisovans but were absent from chimpanzees and modern

humans (Figure A.6A). Similarly, 26 ancient L1 insertions, and five ancient SVA inser-

tions, were identified in Neanderthals and Denisovans that were absent from chimpanzees

and modern humans (Figure A.6B). Thus Alu, L1, and SVA elements appear to have been

active in ancient hominids during the period when they were temporally and geographically

separated from modern humans (∼86,000 to 800,000 years ago).178, 179

We also identified 272 Alu, 39 L1, and 11 SVA elements that were shared by an-

cient hominids and modern humans but were absent from chimpanzees (Figure A.6A,B;

data not shown). In some cases, these shared MEIs likely were generated in a common
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Figure A.6: Mobile element activity in ancient human genomes and introgression of ancient MEIs into mod-
ern humans. (A,B) Sharing of (A) Alu and (B) L1 MEIs between Neanderthal, Denisovan, modern humans,
and chimpanzees (Supplemental Table S11). (C,D) Sharing of Neanderthal and Denisovan Alu MEIs in each
of the 26 1000 Genomes Project populations. For each population, we determined the average percentage
per individual of Alu MEIs shared with (C) Neanderthal or (D) Denisovan. Heat maps represent multiple
comparison ANOVA p-values between each population (key at right). (E) Analysis of Neanderthal MEI
introgression in non-African individuals. Each bar represents one MEI site that was shared between Nean-
derthal and only non-African individuals (i.e., the site was found only in SAS, EUR, and/or EAS). Bars are
colored by MEI overlap with Neanderthal haplotypes (Supplemental Methods),178 with sites to the left of the
chart likely contributed to modern humans by introgression from Neanderthals, and sites to the right likely
due to common ancestry. “HAP” indicates whether the Neanderthal haplotype is present at the site (HAP+
or HAP-). “MEI” indicates whether the MEI is present at the site (MEI+ or MEI-). Blue indicates a high
degree of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the Neanderthal haplotype and the MEI (HAP+/MEI+), and
brown indicates little or no correlation between the Neanderthal haplotype and the MEI (HAP-/MEI+). Blue
sites have r2 values for HAP+/MEI+ of >0.5, whereas brown sites segregate independently (Supplemental
Table S11B,C; Supplemental Methods). The black arrow indicates the FL-L1 element described in (G). (F)
Analysis of Neanderthal MEI introgression in all individuals. Identical analysis to E, but for sites with an
AFR allele frequency greater than zero. (G) Cartoon of a FL-L1 element sequenced from a GBR individual,
with differences shown as in Figure A.3F. The quality of ancient MEI calls was comparable to those called
in modern humans (Supplemental Figure S12).
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ancestor prior to the migration of ancient hominids and modern humans out of Africa.

However, 49 MEIs (42 Alu and 7 L1 MEIs) were shared exclusively between ancient ho-

minids and modern OOA populations (i.e., they were absent from chimpanzee and AFR

populations; Figure A.6E; Supplemental Table S11). This class of sharing suggested the

possibility that at least some of these MEIs initially were generated in ancient hominid

genomes and then moved into modern human genomes through introgression during peri-

ods when ancient and modern humans cohabitated Europe and Asia. Indeed, archaic SNP

haplotype maps178 indicated that these MEIs were almost exclusively embedded within Ne-

anderthal and Denisovan haplotypes, supporting the idea that these ancient MEIs were in-

tegrated in the context of ancient genomes and then migrated into modern humans through

introgression (Figure A.6E). Among these introgressed MEIs, we identified a FL-L1 ele-

ment that might have been active in both ancient and modern humans (Figure A.6G; see

Section A.5). These MEI introgression data are in agreement with SNP-based models of

introgression, whereby Neanderthal introgression is observed in all OOA modern popula-

tions (Figure A.6C) and Denisovan introgression is found mainly in East Asian populations

(Figure A.6D). Thus, introgression of ancient Alu, L1, and SVA MEIs into modern human

genomes is yet another mechanism of MEI dynamics in humans.

A.5 Discussion

We have developed the MELT package of computational tools to efficiently discover

and study MEIs in WGS projects. In head-to-head tests, we found that MELT outperformed

existing MEI discovery tools in terms of speed, scalability, sensitivity, and specificity, while
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also detecting a broader range of MEI-associated features (Figure A.1; Supplemental Ta-

ble S1). In addition to the basic MELT discovery algorithm, we also developed a set of

companion tools to study the MEIs that are discovered by MELT (Supplemental Table

S1). We likewise developed several run modes to improve the portability of MELT and

to provide flexibility in experimental design. In addition to using MELT with the 1000

Genomes Project samples (Supplemental Figure S6),91 we also have used it to discover

MEIs in chimpanzees, ancient Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes (Figure A.6), cancer

genomes80 (Chapter 2), and canines (unpublished data). Thus, in principle, MELT could be

used with any species or experimental design, provided that a reference genome sequence

and a set of reference mobile element sequences is available for the organism of interest.

A.5.1 Population dynamics of MEIs

Our study revealed extensive MEI stratification across diverse human populations.

For example, the active FL-L1 source elements that we identified through 3’ transductions

often were unequally distributed among the major continental groups of modern humans,

and this appears to have led to differences in the production of L1 offspring in some cases

(Figure A.3). Since FL-L1 source elements also are responsible for generating Alu and

SVA MEIs, a highly active population-specific source element could have a major impact

on the stratification of these other two classes of MEIs as well. In some cases, MEIs were

shared by all continental groups and ancient hominids, but were absent from chimpanzees,

indicating that the MEI was generated very early in human history and is shared throughout

the human and hominid lineages as a consequence of common ancestry. In other cases,
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MEIs were found only in ancient Neanderthal or Denisovan genomes, or were restricted

to AFR or OOA populations, suggesting that such insertions likely were generated more

recently. However, the complexity of sharing that we observed suggests that other forces

such as admixture and bottlenecks likely have influenced the stratification of these elements

as well. Our data provide an extensive map of MEIs extending from chimpanzees, ancient

hominids, and modern humans, and document these diverse MEI sharing patterns on the

largest scale that has been examined to date.

We also noted a novel process that affected the population dynamics of MEIs: the

introgression of ancient MEIs from Neanderthals and Denisovans into modern humans.

Our data indicate that the mobilome of modern humans has been shaped at least partly by

ancient Alu, L1 (and likely SVA) elements that initially were generated in archaic genomes

and subsequently were introduced into modern humans through introgression. Ancient Ne-

anderthals and Denisovans were exposed to harsh selective pressures in the face of new

environmental challenges179 and some ancient MEIs could, in theory, have produced adap-

tive changes in these hominids. Such MEIs could, in turn, have been rapidly passed into

modern humans through introgression, which could have conferred a selective advantage

to recipients as they faced the same challenges. Thus, ancient MEIs that predated modern

humans could have helped to influence modern human phenotypes through novel genetic

mechanisms. As additional Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes are sequenced, it should

be possible to further explore this possibility.

We also identified a FL-L1 element among the introgressed MEIs that might have

served as an active source element in both ancient hominids and modern humans (Fig-

ure A.6G). This element was fully sequenced from a modern human genome using a
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PacBio-based approach that we developed recently80 (Chapter 2). We found that the el-

ement is 6,015 bp in length, has two intact ORFs, and belongs to the L1-Ta1d subfamily,

which is one of the most active human-specific L1 subfamilies (Supplemental Table S9).

The same L1-Ta1d subfamily gave rise to the highly active LRE3 FL-L1 element (Figure

A.3 and A.4) and other “hot” L1 source elements that have caused human diseases80 (Chap-

ter 2). These data indicate that the L1-Ta1d subfamily originated sufficiently early to be

present in ancient Neanderthal and modern human genomes, suggesting that this highly ac-

tive subfamily was generated in a common ancestor at least ∼800,000 years ago. Since the

L1-Ta1d subfamily has generated a number of diseases in modern humans, it likely caused

diseases in ancient hominids as well.

A.5.2 Recently-active FL-L1 source elements identified with

3’ transductions

Our 3’ transduction tracking data provide evidence for many novel FL-L1 source ele-

ments that have been active recently in modern humans. Although we identified a total of 38

active FL-L1 source elements in our studies, just three of these elements produced the ma-

jority of germline insertions that are associated with 3’ transductions in the 1000 Genomes

Project populations (Figures A.3 and A.4). Many of the FL-L1 elements that produced 3’

transductions in our data sets (Figures A.3 and A.4) also have been reported to be active

in somatic tissues or in cell culture.22, 27, 59, 60, 75 In some cases, FL-L1 elements were active

in germline tissues, somatic cancers, and cultured cells (e.g., the Chr2:156527847 element

(LRE3); Figure A.4C). However, other FL-L1 source elements behaved very differently in
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these three cellular contexts. For example, the Chr22:29065303 element was very active in

somatic cancers, but had very low levels of activity in germline tissues and cultured cells

(Figure A.4C; Supplemental Table S9). The rates at which 5’ inversions were generated

also varied in these diverse settings.

There are several factors that might help to explain these differences in FL-L1 be-

havior. First, FL-L1 elements occasionally can have two or more alleles that occupy the

same locus, and these alleles can support very different levels of retrotransposition due to

differences in internal mutation patterns.180 Under this scenario, the same FL-L1 locus

might appear to have different levels of activity because different alleles of the element are

being examined. Thus, interior mutations might account for at least some of the differences

that we observed for a given FL-L1 element across germline tissues, somatic cancers, and

cultured cells. A source element also could be heterozygous or homozygous at a particular

locus, which might influence the apparent rate of offspring production across populations.

In other cases, the methylation status or chromatin state of the FL-L1 element may influ-

ence the rate of retrotransposition in various tissues51, 80, 181 (Chapter 2). A range of addi-

tional host factors that are exclusively expressed in germline or somatic tissues also might

be envisioned to differentially influence the activity of a given FL-L1 element. Irrespective

of the mechanism(s) underlying these differences, our data suggest that FL-L1 elements

likely help to shape human traits and diseases in complex ways, depending on the tissues

and populations in which they are active.
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A.6 Methods

A.6.1 Description of the MELT pipeline

MELT is coded in Java (release 1.7) and uses several external libraries (Supplemental

Table S12). For each genome analyzed, MELT parses WGS data that is aligned with BWA

mem or aln125 for DRPs (defined here as mates that are either aligned to different chromo-

somes, or separated by at least 1 Mbp). DRPs are then aligned to mobile element (ME) ref-

erence sequences (Supplemental Table S13)101, 111 using bowtie2.121 DRPs where one mate

maps to the human reference sequence and the other maps to an ME reference sequence

(Supplemental Table S13) are then used for MEI discovery by “walking” across the refer-

ence genome using the reference-aligned mate, https://www.nasa.gov/feature/wallops/2017/nasa-

sounding-rocket-will-release-early-morning-artificial-clouds0lighting-up-the-mid-atlantic-

coast-may-31king clusters of at least four DRPs. Sites are filtered based on proximity to

reference MEs,112, 182 surrounding sequencing depth, location in relation to reference se-

quence gaps, and the mapping quality of the reads. After MEI sites are identified, DRP and

SR evidence is used to discover MEI-associated features and precise breakpoints (Supple-

mental Table S1). When more than one genome is analyzed, supporting read-pairs (DRPs

and SRs) from all genomes are merged for more accurate assessment of these features.

MEI sites are then genotyped in all samples using a modified version of the algorithm de-

scribed in Li et al.183 Following genotyping, sites are filtered based on 5’ and 3’ supporting

evidence, total percentage of no-call (i.e. “./.”) genotypes, and total number of SRs. Sites

are then merged into a VCF 4.2 format file.184
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A.6.2 Simulated data sets and validation of MELT features

To facilitate in silico analyses, we generated 50 simulated human genomes with

computationally inserted MEIs containing diverse features. For simulated insertions, the

NA12878 genome was selected to represent a typical distribution of elements (Alu 922,

L1 124, SVA 46). For each MEI type, a full-length consensus sequence (Supplemental

Table S13)101, 111 was randomly modified with known ME features (Supplemental Table

S1, Supplemental Figure S2, Supplemental Methods). Using bedtools,130 each MEI then

was randomly inserted into another accessible locus of the hg19 genome, as demarcated

by the 1000 Genomes Pilot Accessibility Mask.102 Simulated reads of this genome were

then generated with wgsim125 at 60X coverage (read length 100 bp, fragment length 500

bp, zero base error rate), and aligned with BWA.129 Each BAM file was additionally down-

sampled to 30X, 15X, and 7.5X with PicardTools (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/)

to evaluate MEI discovery performance at various coverage levels. For deletion analysis,

we simulated 25 genomes with 400 Alu and 50 L1 polymorphic sites randomly selected

from a collection of 1719 Alu and 139 L1 reference sites that are known to be polymor-

phic in humans.91, 112, 182 We performed MEI discovery using MELT-Single (n=50) and

MELT-DEL (n=25) (Supplemental Figure S1). The wgsim read simulator that we used en-

abled us to simulate diploid human genomes, which allowed us to model both heterozygous

and homozygous MEI sites. The ratio of heterozygous to homozygous non-REF MEIs was

weighted according to the relative frequencies of these events in actual data (95% heterozy-

gous and 5% homozygous non-REF). Although wgsim does not model the error profile of

Illumina sequencing, the FDRs of our simulations were in good agreement with those ob-
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tained in our PCR validations, suggesting that Illumina error profiles likely do not have a

major impact on MEI discovery (Figure A.1; Supplemental Figure S7).

A.6.3 Comparison of runtime, scalability, sensitivity, and specificity

To test the relative runtime of MELT and four additional MEI detection pipelines168–171

we analyzed the NA12878 genome at ∼6X (100 bp PE Illumina WGS) and ∼30X (250

bp PE Illumina WGS) coverages without any multithreading or distributed computing.

Genomes were downloaded as raw FASTQ files,102 and alignments were performed us-

ing BWA mem.125 For Tangram and Mobster, Mosaik185 alignments were generated with

identical input FASTQ files, and used for MEI discovery. To evaluate the scalability of

these algorithms, we performed MEI discovery using the NA12878 genome and nine ad-

ditional low coverage CEU genomes that were sequenced as part of the 1000 Genomes

Project (Supplemental Table S4). Testing was performed using the default parameters for

each algorithm on one to ten genomes with five replicates. Samples were added in the

same order for each algorithm and each replicate (Supplemental Table S4). Multithreading

or parallelization was enabled for algorithms that support these approaches (i.e., MELT,

TEMP, and Tangram). Tangram was run with several different multithreading parameters

(with either 1, 2, or 4 cores per chromosome during the tangram detect stage; Figure A.1;

Supplemental Table S5). All reported times are actual runtimes (i.e. start to finish, not CPU

time; Figure A.1B,C; Supplemental Table S5). System specifications for machines utilized

for testing are reported in the Supplemental Methods.

To examine the sensitivity and specificity of the five MEI detection algorithms, we
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performed MEI detection using the 50 simulated data sets described above. Each tool was

run according to the algorithm documentation using default parameters at four coverage

levels (7.5X, 15X, 30X, and 60X) for three human MEs (Alu, L1, and SVA). A site was

considered correct if it fell within ±500 bp of the actual site.130 Each MEI type was eval-

uated separately for both sensitivity and specificity, with aggregate values determined by

dividing the total number of correct sites across all MEIs by the total number of sites ex-

pected (Figure A.1; Supplemental Table S5).

A.6.4 MEI data sets and analysis

MEI discovery was performed in the 1000 Genomes Project phase III data sets, chim-

panzees, and ancient humans with MELT 2.0 as outlined in the Supplemental Methods.

PCR validations with 90 new MEI sites from the MELT 2.0 1000 Genomes Project dataset

were conducted as outlined previously91 (Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Figure S7;

Supplemental Table S7). Alu subfamily stratification and annotation was conducted as out-

lined previously174 (Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Table S8). Analysis of L1 3’

transductions, L1 5’ inversions, L1 germline vs. somatic activity, and archaic MEIs was

performed as outlined in the Supplemental Methods, Supplemental Figure S11, and Sup-

plemental Tables S9-12.

A.6.5 Supplemental material

Supplemental material for this article will be available online after publication.
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Appendix B: Sequencing data accessed for FL-L1 expression analysis in

Chapter 3

Table B.1: Sequencing data accessed for FL-L1 expression analysis in Chapter 3. This table indi-
cates all 59 RNA-Seq and four WGS GTEx samples that were included in the pilot data set that was
analyzed for FL-L1 source element expression in Chapter 3.

SRA ID Subject ID Data type Tissue

SRS408394 NFK9 RNA-Seq Adipose Tissue

SRS408659 NFK9 RNA-Seq Adrenal Gland

SRS408308 NFK9 RNA-Seq Blood

SRS374731 NFK9 RNA-Seq Blood Vessel

SRS408347 NFK9 RNA-Seq Blood Vessel

SRS408174 NFK9 RNA-Seq Colon

SRS408351 NFK9 RNA-Seq Esophagus

SRS408866 NFK9 RNA-Seq Esophagus

SRS333452 NFK9 RNA-Seq Heart

SRS333464 NFK9 RNA-Seq Lung

SRS333390 NFK9 RNA-Seq Muscle

SRS374940 NFK9 RNA-Seq Nerve

SRS408312 NFK9 RNA-Seq Pancreas

SRS408505 NFK9 RNA-Seq Prostate

SRS333383 NFK9 RNA-Seq Skin

SRS526078 NFK9 RNA-Seq Skin

SRS408319 NFK9 RNA-Seq Stomach

SRS408874 NFK9 RNA-Seq Testis

SRS333555 NFK9 RNA-Seq Thyroid

SRS1029041 NFK9 WGS Blood

SRS408850 OHPM RNA-Seq Adipose Tissue

SRS333329 OHPM RNA-Seq Blood

SRS374874 OHPM RNA-Seq Blood Vessel
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Table B.1 (Continued)

SRS408665 OHPM RNA-Seq Blood Vessel

SRS408724 OHPM RNA-Seq Colon

SRS408334 OHPM RNA-Seq Esophagus

SRS408335 OHPM RNA-Seq Heart

SRS374816 OHPM RNA-Seq Lung

SRS333259 OHPM RNA-Seq Muscle

SRS408384 OHPM RNA-Seq Pancreas

SRS374984 OHPM RNA-Seq Skin

SRS524477 OHPM RNA-Seq Skin

SRS408290 OHPM RNA-Seq Testis

SRS645782 OHPM RNA-Seq Thyroid

SRS1029049 OHPM WGS Blood

SRS629241 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Adipose Tissue

SRS637826 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Blood

SRS374841 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Blood Vessel

SRS408116 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Esophagus

SRS374755 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Lung

SRS374749 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Muscle

SRS408450 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Ovary

SRS524929 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Skin

SRS631337 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Skin

SRS333099 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Thyroid

SRS408439 PLZ4 RNA-Seq Vagina

SRS1028913 PLZ4 WGS Blood

SRS649543 X4EO RNA-Seq Adipose Tissue

SRS629252 X4EO RNA-Seq Adrenal Gland

SRS408328 X4EO RNA-Seq Blood

SRS648449 X4EO RNA-Seq Blood

SRS645891 X4EO RNA-Seq Blood Vessel

SRS524576 X4EO RNA-Seq Colon

SRS630051 X4EO RNA-Seq Esophagus
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Table B.1 (Continued)

SRS636274 X4EO RNA-Seq Liver

SRS408903 X4EO RNA-Seq Lung

SRS408235 X4EO RNA-Seq Muscle

SRS408654 X4EO RNA-Seq Nerve

SRS646011 X4EO RNA-Seq Ovary

SRS408577 X4EO RNA-Seq Skin

SRS524847 X4EO RNA-Seq Skin

SRS648697 X4EO RNA-Seq Skin

SRS1029580 X4EO WGS Blood
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